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in not executing innocent peaple. Who
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wise indeal. &%
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Editor's Comment

KERR-AGE
L

I
.
'

ast month I wrote that any change
in the theory and application of
capital punishment by the state will
have to come from the People. We cannot
look to the constitutions, the c o r n , thelegi s l a m or the governor for relief, It will
not be until we have killed enough to satisfy some moral or ethical blood-lust that
public opinion will turn around. W~ththe
death of Karla Faye Tucker, there was a
downward bump in the popularity of the
death penalty in Texas. At 68% approval
rating, it is still in landslide terntow, but
at a thirty year low. What ean be done to
bring that approval rating downand to save
lives?
We need to keep pressuring the issue.
No one else is going to do this, because
the less light of day the issuereceives, the
longer the punishment will last. Capital
punishment is a little like a microbe, its
main enemy is exposure to light and air. In
that vein, the Court of Criminal Appeals
has @ken a seemingly backward stepin the
recent writ case of Enparte Ricky Eugene
Kerr: No. 35,065-02 (Tex. Crim. App. 2/
25/98). The only remnant of this 11.071
application you can read is Judge
Ove~street'sdissent. (Judges Womack and
Baird also dissented, but did not write.)
You need to know that Jim Marcus of
Houston picked up this case and was able
to get a stay of execution from the federal
district court, Judge Orlando Garcia, in San
Antonio, two days before Kerr's scheduled
execution. You also need to know that
Steve Hilbig, the District Attorney in San
Antonio and Peggy Griffey of the Attorney General's office have joined J m in
asking the federal diMct court to give K e r ~
some type of relief in the face of the startling denial by the Court of Criminal Ap-
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peals. F~nally,yon need to know that of
the major Texas newspapers, only the Dallas Morning News wrote of the Kerr decision; National PnblicRadiofeatured it on
its afternoon news program, "All Things
Considered."
Let's look at Kerr. l t is so easy to overlook this cowardly non-decision, b u h d as
it is in the pages of other case law handed
down on February 25, 1998. Had it not
been for Judge Overstreet's dissent, Ricky
Kerr would probably be dead. Kerr represents a new nadir for Texas' highest appellate court for d n a l matters. Until
this decision, we have looked at Northern
v. State, 216 S.W. 2D 192 (Tex.Crim.App.
1949) as the most absurd opinion handed
down by this Court. Kerrtrumps thisby a
mile. It is not only symbolic of the death
penalty politics that is played on the stealth
court and symbolic of "justice for saleee at
the bargain-basement end of the scale (as
opposed to too much money from people
too interested in outcomes a t the Texas
Supreme Court); butsubstaativetothelaw
and legal community because, for the first
time, the Court has said that there is no
bottom line for bow bad we, as lawyers,
can be. In death penalty writs, there is no
minimum standard for how low we can
sink in our profession and in ourrepresentation.
Mr. Ken's court-appointed lawyer had
only been in practice for two years. Tbis
young lawyer, though he bad clerked for
the Court, did not realize that under the
parallel tracking of appeal and writ application that applied to Mr. Kerr's situation,
he had to file a complete writ raising all
possible trial and appellate errors (though
the appeal bad not been completed) that
were or might have been committed by

By William li Allison
counsel. So he only challenged the constitutionality of the writ statute. He challenged nothing that writ lawyers are
charged by statute with raising. As the
Dallus Morning News so succinctly put it,
it was "the legal equivalent of handing in
a blank sheet of paper."
Death penalty writs require a complete
re-investigation and reanalysis of everything done, and everything not done, by
prior counsel. It is time, money-, and emotion- consuming. Itis fascinating work, but
not fun, and certainly not gratifying. If ever
the Court was going to send a clear message to its court-appointedlawyersin death
penalty cases, Kerr is that message. "WE
DON'T CARE!" In fact, youcan even brn
in a "blank sheet of paper" a n d m STILL
DON'T CARE. We will pay you up to
$15,000 at the rate of $100 per hour, but

W E DON'T CARE if you quit when you
reach the money ceiling, not withstanding
the fact that a good writ application is going to take $30,000-$50,000 worth of
work, even at $100 an hour - some are
going to take considerably more. It's OK
with us. The public thinks big money can
buy a Supreme Court justice in Texas, and
why shouldn't they? This is justice at the
other end of the spectrum - you can deny
justice to the poor by paying for only one
side of the case, the prosecution. Then, of
course, you've got to cover for the defense
when they fail. In the death penalty writ
process in Texas, failure is what is expected
of counsel. Anything else is unacceptable.
Quite simply, how did the Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals get to be so banal
about death? There is nothing in law that
approaches the death penalty in its perfection. And there is nothing much more imperfect to gel to death than our system of
criminal justice. But the death penalty is
politics, too. There is not a judge on the
Court who has not been asked his or her
position on capital punishment and who did
not slovenly respond his support in kind.
My guess is that every one said they favored, rather than opposed, state killing.
There is an honest answer to this, the most
important issue constantly before this
Court - as ajudge, I cannot have aposition
on cases that will come before me; I will

follow the law. But if you've campaigned
on support of the death penalty, you've
taken on some obligation to support it
when it comes up. That appears to be what
has happened to Mr. Kerr. Certainly, the
Court was not following "the law."
The law is made up of principles that
me higher than just what is written in a
statute. As Judge Overstreet pointed out,
and as Judges Womack and Baird must
have felt, there are some very basic constilutional principles at work here - effective
assistance of counsel, due process of law
and suspension of the writ -that must he
addressed. Must he addressed means that
you cannot ignore them by silence and then
hope you get away with it. Perhaps these
judges who voted to proceed with Mr.
Kerr's execution without his having had a
chance to file an application for a writ to
save his life are simply ignorant. The only
other choice is that they are evil. It's a sad
commentary when the best we can say for
ihe majority of this high court is that they
don't know basic constitutional law. From
that assessment, it's all downhill.
S o what's the conclusion we should
draw from Kerr, especially in light of what
has happened in the past few years in death
penalty writ cases? It's simple. If you work
hard, do agoodjob, spend your ownmoney
for the State and spend emotional currency,
the Court will not hear your case and the

state will kill your client. On the other
hand, if you don't do anything. the Courl
will not care, will not even acknowledge
your complete failure in writing and the
state will kill your client. What's is all
about? Why are we collaborating with
them? Has Kerr set a standard by which
all lawyers can simply say "No, we cannot participate in a system that asks us
publicly to take on the most serious cases
in the system, yet whispers in our ear the
little secret that we need to keep just to
ourselves, that this is just an exercise in
futility because wc arcn'l going to pay any
attention to you whether you do anything
or not"?
It appears there is no death penalty writ
system in Texas. It exists only on paper
and for public consumption, but it really
isn't there for you to use - only to look
at. It's a car without a motor; a body without a heart. 11.071 in Texas is dead. Kerr
did not kill it, Kerrjust exposed the body
to the public. At least there is a corpus
delicti for the federal courts. Maybe it will
mean something that the state and the defense are on the same sidc of the issue in
federal court, that the writ in Texas is dead
and that the federal courts need to take a
much closer look at the drivel that is coming out of the Texas Court o l Criminal
Appeals. As a profession, we just cannot
afford to sink any lower than this.

...

VOICE for the Defense seeks authors
We are continually seeking writers to submit articles of interest to
criminal defense practitioners. Areas of particular interest include:
Trial Skills
Appellate Issues
Death Penalty cases
Evidence

DWI and ALR
Forensics
Sex Crimes
White Collar Crime

Motions of the Month, commentary on criminal justice policy issues,
book or product reviews or first person accounts on criminal defense
topics or cases are also needed.
Please send your writings to Gary Udashen, VOICE features editor, or Suzanne
Donovan at TCDLA, 600 W. 13" St., Austin, TX 78701.
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une is not too far off and for TCDLA
members June means "Rusty
Duncan'- that three-day CLE extravaganza, coupled a t h e Annual Membership Party and Meeting. More formally
known as the Honorable M.P. "Rusty"
Duncan IIIAdamcedCriminal Law Short
Course, the event is held in SaJl Antonio
June 4-6. This yearthereasasolid roster of
speakers, and we'replannin~afewextras.
Judy Clarke, m-counsel for Theodore
Rauynski,is ahadline speaker, offering
some in$pifa&ion on why we do what we
do. C l d e is part of the m e bteed of long
time publicdefenders; in fact, she was the
first public defender elected president of
NACDL She is also a recognized expert
in Federal sentencing rules. Other speakers includeDiokBurr onmitigation issues,
Randy Wilson on juvenile law, Betty
Bhkwell on extraneous offenses in child
abuse cares, Scrappy Holmes, and many,
mapy more. We have Cynthia Hujar Om
and 'Ifm Evans to thank for assembling
such a remarkable crew.
For the benefit of newcomers, the Rusty
Duncan course is designed to cover areas
of law that will be tested in the criminal
law specialization exam. It offers a full 15
hours of CLE. And, because the annual
membership meeting is part of the scbedule, Rusty Duncan offers the only chance
for new and old members from throughout Texas to meet, and talk about the business of running TCDLA.
The schedule runs from Thursday
through Saturday, with past president
Gerald Goldstein's party Thursday
evening, the Annual Membership Party
Friday night, and the membership meeting Saturday, after the CLE seminar is over.
This year, in addltion to the traditional Sil-
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ver Thorn Golf Tournament, organized by
Dan Hurley of Lubbock, Cynthia has
scheduled a group bike ride. (Since we
knew of no bike outfitting operations in
San Antonio at press time, please note it's
BYOB, bring your own bike. But call the
office to find out more details.)
This year also marks a special anniversary. Friends of TCDLA is 10 years old.
We can't thinkof a better way to help them,
and us, celebrate their continued success
than by participating in the auction they're
planning for the party on Friday. Through
this annual fund raiser, and the sale of
TCDLA shirts, hats and other items,
Friends has provided more than two dozen
seminar scholarshipsover the years to aid
attorneys new to the practice of criminal
defense. Friends has more than 50 members and an active Board of Directors that
is already working to help make the AInual Membership Party another huge success. (Please note the Friends ad in the
March issue for a list of items sold.)
In addition to an array of exhibitors at
Rusty Duncan, this year we've also invited
PeterBerardino, a certifiedEmployee Benefit Specialist. He is an independent broker based in Austin, serving employers and
individuals throughout Texas. New laws
make it possibleforemployers with as little
as two (2) employees to get health insurance coverage on a guaranteed basis. Self
igsured medical reimbursement plans,
properly written, allow small business
owners (read: most criminal law ofklces)
to fully deduct the cost of health insurance
premiums, deductibles, co-pays, co-insurance and other un-reimbursed medical expenses. According to Berardino, there are
several littleknown opportunities for smaU
business owners to purchase employee

benefits that carry large tax benefits.
At my request, Peter Berardino has researched and found a number of plans that
may be beneficial to our membership. He
bas agreed to make hlmself available to us
at theJune meeting to explam the benefits
described above in addition to discussing
SEP-IRAs, Snnple IRAs and other retirement plans, along with voluntary products
such as cancer, disahiity,and Me insurance.
In case you haven't noticed, a new
membership benefit is available to everyone traveling to TCDLA and CDLP sennnars. Southwest Airlines now offers a 10%
discount on its fares to and from all
TCDLAevents. To take advantage of this,
note on every one of our CLE program
brochures there is an ID Code specific to
that event. Call or have your travel agent
call the Southwest Alrlines Group and
Meeting Desk when you next make a reservation to fly Southwest to a TCDLA or
CDLPseminar.Tbephone number and the
special ID Code will be printed on every
brochure. We can thank brother Randy
Wilson for this money-saving hefit-and
for every 40 tickets sold using theID codes,
TCDLA gets a free round-trip ticket, so
everyone wins.
News to Note
At its March meeting, the TCDLA
Board voted unanimously to recogmze attorneys GeorgeMcCall (Mac) Secrest. Jr.
and David Botsford for their extraordinary
efforts in representing Karla Faye Tucker
challenge her death sentence. Mac, who
was appointed to represent Ms. ficker in
1983, was saluted by his peers for the heroic commitment he demonstrated over 15
years in working to stay her execution and
challenge the Texas death penalty system.

The Court of Criminal Appeals PDR
grantlist, along with all itspublished opinions, and other information, is available to
all who have access to a computer and
modem. It's on the Wmdow on Stae Government web page maintained by the
Comptroller's OBce, atfhefollowingeleu
tronic
address:
http://
www.cpa.state.tx.usltxgovinf~
txcorahtml. The site is updated weekly,
and contains all the issues currently pending before the CCA.

of suggedomto address the crisis in indi- Justice Policy Council for a copy of its
gent defense spending. Some ofthosemay November 1997 report, 'The Facts to Anhave direct bearing on Tmas, includins swerThree Questions Related totheOrowtbe9e:"Initiate 'Not projects' in jurisdio ing Demand for Prison Space."
tions LacIdng a viable defender structure,
modeled after Law Enforcement AssisMost everyone has heard about the
tance Administration programs in the CCA ruling in State v. Terraeos (former
1970s." and "Strongly recommend-or TCDL.4 Board memberfrom El Paso Mateven requirdefense inclusion in state thew Dekoatz argued for the defendant),
grant applications in accordance with (and which effectively upheld a trial court's
adoption of) performance standards and right under certain circumstances to diebalanced funding formulae." Since the miss criminal proceedings with prejudm,
Criminal kiSpNdenee Committee in the without the consent of the promuting atNhCDL announcedithasupdated in- House starked its hearings In February on torney. Member John R Smith sent us a
formation on irs web site regarding indi- the Texas crisis in indigent defense fuad- quote to share from a Ddlxzs Morning
gent defense services. The national orga- ihg, the time may be tipe for some reat Ndws article on 215 about themling: From
John Davis, head of appeals for the El Paso
nization has worked since 1996 (at the ini- movement on this thorny issue.
District Attorney's Office: "I don't think
tiation of Judy Clarke, then its president)
Most of us are aware our state pris- you are entitled to afairandimpartial prosto move indigent defenx issues onto the
national agenda, including at the Depart- ons are at capacity again, and the state is ecutor" Smith, a former prosecutor fairly
ment of Justice which centrals significant starting to c o n a t with the counties for incensed by such a sentiment, goes on to
grant$ to states. The backg~oundon this jail space to hold mte prisoners. But did cite, the Duties of District Attorneys, (Art.
DOJ "dialogue" can be found on you realize that more than 70 percent of 2.01, CCP) "...It shall be the primary duty
NACDL's website, which you can link to the inmates in Texas prisons today are pa- of all prosecuting attorneye, including any
from TCDLA's site, or find directly at rolees or probationers revoked to @son special prosecutors, not to convict, but to
wm.criminaljnstice.oq, In Janmry, (not charged with new offenses, these. are see thatjnsticeisdone..."Well, maybe not
eight criminal defense representatives bes, fule-violatots)? The percentage of inmates in El Paso. 6'b
Judy Clarke was one) met with Attorney that are direct court commitment$ was just
General Rena and came UP with a mies 29.9 percent in 1997. Call the Criminal

TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLA 1s nleased t o announce a new member benef~t~ a r t n e r s hwrth
i ~ Maftm Howe Assoc~ates,inc. TCDLA has
n to prov~demembers wlth a program for low cost credit card processing and quality servlce -the
chosen ~ a i Howe
TCDLA Bankcard Prooram. Throuoh this value-added benefit, TCDLA members are ehglble for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing i t e s a n d discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable optlon
Acceotino
, * credit cards can have a bia imoact on vour Dractlce. Funds are de~osltedm the bank of your choice,
greatly improving your cash flow, and ib~liingadm~n~stration
and collect~onhassles v~rtuallyd~sappear.Credit card
accentance can make vour oractice more eff~c~ent
and cut vour overhead by reduc~ngpaperwork and unbillable
actwties without sacr~f~cing
ci~entservice. Even your ciieni base can increase as your servrces become affordable to a
whole new range of clients who otherwise could not afford the servrces w~thoutthe credlt card payment option.
>

.

In addit~onto the specially negot~atedprlclng, the TCDLA Bankcard Program offers 24-hour customer service, wlth
trained representatives avarlable every day of the year Equipment Support is comprehensive, fmm employee training
to free neat business day replacement of defective equ~pment.Money IS deposited In your
MARTIN
local bank w~thintwo business days and suppl~esare free. TCDLA members can try the
program r ~ s free
k wlth the 30 day money bask guarantee and the free ~ndividualizedsavlngs
analysis. Martin Howe w ~ lcalculate
l
the effective rate you are currently paying and compare it
to the TCDLA program so you can see the savings before you go on-line.

mh
A550CMES INC
A PMT smlly5 c ojltw7

'

For more information on the new TCDLABankcard Program and your free savlngs analysis,
contact Ann Rodgersat 80014560588 ex!. 716 or fax your inquiry to 9721733-3350.
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Letters

Law Imitates Art:
The Right Hon. Quentin
Tarrantino, Presiding

..
'

Dear Bill:
I thought you might he amused by this
case that Suzanne Rramer and I just got
reversed and rendered for a judgment of
acquittal m the FOURTH Court of Appeals. When we tried this case in '95, we
affectionately referred to it as the "Pulp
Fiction"case, because of the bizarrefacts.
A local civil attorney and his wife were
returning from a charity event (we heard
that it was, ironically, a screeningof "Pulp
Fiction") when they were accosted by a
man with a gun, and robbed of their cash
and jewelry. As the robber clambered into
the getaway ear, his gun went off and he
accidentally shot the driver through the
hack of the neck and head. At the time no
one, i n c l d g the driver, knew that he had
been shot, and the car sped off. Less than
a mile away, the driver pulled over and
explred. The gunman jumped out of the
car and fledon foot, shouting, 'Y'all don't
know me!" The other two passengers in
the car were promptly arrested, hut both
gave confess~onsexonerating my client,
B N C Fernandez,
~
and in fact told the police that only the three of them -the two
prisoners and the ex-driver- had rohhed
the complainants. The driver, according to
Yharra, had then accidentally shot himself
from behind while getting into the can
Upon learning from the complainants
that there had been four men involved, the
police applied whatever interrogation techniques are fashionable,andexacted amore
historically accurate statement from Rudy
Yharra, one of the twoprisoners. The next
day, they asked Bruce Fernandez to come
down to the station, and he gave an exculpatory statement which was remarkably
close toYharra's original statement, claiming that he had been with the threesome
earlier in the evening, hut had been
dropped off at home before the other three
went on their crime spree. The interview-
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ing officertoldBruce that he didn't believe no other corroborationexisted. In what can
him, produced from his pocket a warrant only he termed a desperate bid to save tbelr
for Bruce's arrest, and took him to the ease, the State actually argued in closmg
hoosegow. He did add, however, that if that Ybarra's testimony concernmg my
Brnce wanted a polygraph, one could he client's connection to the offense was corarranged. Bruce agreed, and about ten days roborated because Yharra had testifled that
later the same cop showed up at the jail Bruce had shot the driver, jumped out of
with a polygrapher, who noted deception the car, and run away. Sure enough, the
in the results. The cop then asked B N C if~ prosecutor went on, when the cops showed
he wanted to come clean, read him his up, there were only three people in the car,
rights again, and took a five page signed so Ybarra must he telling the truth. So the
confession from Bruce which mirrored al- prosecutor's argument was that Bruce's
most worc-for -word Ybarra's second, in- connection to the offense was proved by
culpatory statement. Suzanne and I only the fact that he wasn't there. The jury actried this harking dog case because the last tuallv
. bought that argument. and convicted
Bruce
of two counts of armedrobhery,senoffer on the table was 50 years in TDC,
which as you know amounts t o 25 tencing him to 20 years on each count.
Superbowls before he becomes eligible for
Thankfully, the learned Justices of the
Court
of Appeals didn't buy it, and here
parole.
This is where it gets interesting. The we are. Unfortunately, it's a "Do Not PuhCourt ofAppeals, you'll note, reversed the lish" at present, but we're going to ask the
case for acquittal because the statement and Court to reconsider and publish it. In the
subsequent testimony of Ybarra, who was meantime, I've attached a copy for your
an accomplice-witness as a matter of law, amusement.
was not corroborated. What, then, youmay
well ask, became of the second confession?
Sincerely,
We asked for a Jackson v. D e m hearing
John Pahle
San Antomo
just to keep things interesting, and Judge
Machado agreed to carry it with the trial.
So, when the State got ready to introduce
No More Contact Visits for
the confession, the Judge sent the jury out
Gregg County Attorneys?
for the heanng. During the hearing, we
learned all about the first confession,polygraph, etc. Suzanne had represented B N C ~ March 7, 199
first, and had asked me to try it with her to Dear TCDLA:
Several months ago I went to the New
repay a favor. In a gross underestimation
of Squire Suzanne's abilities - which Jail in Gregg County and requested a conturned out to he the luckrest break of the tact visit with an inmate Thejailer refused
whole trial -I turned to her while the cop and I requested to see a supervisor A suwas on the stand and asked what the hell pervisor came out, got in my face. slohshe was doing letting her clienttake apoly- hered at me through a wad of gum, and
graph. She said, "I hadn't been appointed told me that was the way it was gonna he.
yet." Then, after a minute, she said, "I
Recently I was appointed to a case by
think." So she ran around the Courthouse the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles
and my client was in the new
for the next hour collecting the documents (TBP&F)'
we needed to prove our claim, while I jail in Gregg County.Again I was deriied a
stalled the cop with the longest cross on contact visit. I have represented clients
nothing that I've evermanaged to slip past (mostly parolees) in Camp, ENS,Hanson,
atrial court. At theend, she came hack with Upshur, Rusk, Marion, Van Zandt, Smith,
documents showing that she had been ap- Wood, Cass, Bowie, Augelina, and Panola
pinted to represent B N C Fernandez
~
at Counties and I have never been denled a
10:OOa.m. ten days after his arrest, and the contact visit. Strangely, the old j d in
cop had showed up with the polygrapher Gregg County atop the courthouse penmts
contact vlsits, hut not the new jarl.
at 1:30 p.m. that same day.
When I visit clients I have documents,
Needless to say, the State's corrohoration wentdown the tubes. None of the other notebooks, and somenmes my favarile
witnesses were able to i.d. Bruce, no prints Macintosh PowerBook 1400c. I cannot
had been lifted off the car or the gun re- effectively help my client work on HIS
covered a few blocks from the scene, and case while chit chatting on the phone. If I

- -

-

-

could I'd just stay at the office and they
could call me.
Anyway, I complained to the TJ3PBrP
about the no contact visit policy. f i e problem was solved by taking me off the case
and pottmg another lawyer on it. And that's
the way it is at the new jail in Gregg
County.
PS:To thewestlaw Group boys. I wish y'all
would make more of your material compatible with Macintoshes.
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Sept.

Federal Law
Short Course
Austin

Dec.

TCDLA Specialty Course
Dallas
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as a business expense.
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o f i n of the Month

IN THE 180TH JUDICIAL

EX PARTE

DISTRICT COURT OF
KARL,A FAYE TUCKER

HOUSTON, TEXAS

COURT'S ORDER DATED JANUARY 28.1998. DISMISSIN?? KARLA FAYE

TO THE EONORABLE JUDGES OFTHE COURT OF CRIMINALAPPEALS:
COMES NOW PetitionerIApplicant, Karla Faye Tucka, by and through her wnnsel of record,
David L. Botsford and George Secrest, and presents this her Suggestion That The Court Reconsider, On Its Own Motion, The Court's Order Dated January 28, 1998, Dismissing Karla Faye
Tucker's Successive Application For Post-Conviction Writ of Habeas Corpus, and as grounds
therefore, would mspecffilly show this Honorable Court the following:

I.
For purposes of setting the record straight, the writ filed on January 20, 1998, in the District
Court (and simnltaneously submitted to this Court) was Tucker's second (not third) state court
writ. Accordingly, the cause number assigned to this case by th~sCourt - Wnt No. 21,159-03is either in e m , or this Court has taken into consideration the fact that on December 10, 1997,
Gary Reed Walp filed an unauthorized "pro sewwnt in the 180th Ju&cial District Court. A copy of
an Order dated December 15,1997, reflecting that this second, unauthorizedstate court writ was
filed without authorization from T u c h or her attorneys is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Tucker
wants it clearly established that the successor writ filed on January 20, 1998, in the District Court
was only her second, authorized state court writ, not her third. To the extent that the members of
this Court thought otherwise due to the cause number assigned to this writ (and to the extent that it
may have influenced the decision-making process of the members of this Court), this matter needs
to be corrected.
11.

Tucker feels compelled to point out that the Court failed to even acknowledge an important
case cited by Tucker, to wit: Woodard v. Ohio Addt Parole Authority, 107 P.3d 1178 (1997), cen.
granted, 117 S.Ct. 2507 (1997). Woodard, scprrq which was orally argued in the Supreme Court
on December 10,1997, relates to whether the Ohio death penalty clemency procedures are subject
to the limitations imposed by the due process clause on a state's overall scheme of adjudication of
crimes, as established by Eviirs v. Lucey, 469 U.S. 387 (1985), and as opposed to Connecticut
Board of Pardons v. Dumschaf,452 US. 458 (1981). Woodard, which lnvolved a civrl injunctive
action under 42 U.S.C. 5 1983, challenged the capital clemency procedures in Ohio. The question
presented in the certiorari petition was identical to Tucker's first claim for relief. It 1s somewhat
disturbing that this Court did not even acknowledge its existence, let alone decide to grant a stag
pending its outcome.
Assuming, arguendo, that the Supreme Court's ruling in Woodard, supra, affords some level of
due process to a state clemency scheme, and assuming further that such ruling would be considered anew rule of law,' the issue arises whether Tucker could utilize it to her benefit. The Supreme
Court has held that an inmate in federal habeas proceedings may not seek to announce or enforce
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a new rule of law on collateralmvie?v unless thatmlefalls into one of two exceptions. Graham v.
Collins, 506 US. 461 (1993). The first exception permits retroactive application ofnew rules that
''placeu certain kinds of primary, private individual conduct beyond the power of the criminal
law-making authority to proscribe'" including"rules prohibiting a certain category of punishment
for a class of defendants because of their status or offense." Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 US. 302,330
(1989). The secondexception pertains to ruler.that "require[] the observance of 'those proGedum
that. .. are "implicit in the concept of orderedliberty,""' Teaguev. h e , 489U.S. 288,307 (1989)
(quoting M w k q u United Smtes, 401 U.S. 667.693 (1971) (Harlan, I., concurring in part and
dissenting in part)).
If this Court or any federal court were to find that 'Ikckermerited relief mder her clemency due
process claims or her Eighth Amendment punisbent claims, she would be eligible to receive that
relief under the two &ague exceptions.
First, her clemency claims are embraced by the second exception: procedures implicit in our
nation's concept of ordered liberty. Teagrre,489 US. at 307. Clemency is such a bedrock prowdue. This Court has referred to clemency as a "principleof justice so rooted in the traditions and
conscience of ourpeople as to be ranked as fundamental." Herrera v. Con&, 506 US. 390,40708 (1993) (quoting Patterson v. New Yo* 432 US. 197,202 (1977)). There can be no question
that clemency has been and is a fundamental principle of justice in our society. "Clemency is
deenlv
, rooted in our Ando-American tradition of law, and is the historic remedy fur preventinn
miscuriagcs of justice whcre judicial process has bccn exhausted." Id a1 411-12. l h c clen~ency
power can he traccd back to the Eighth Cuntury in Bngland. Id at 412. All thuty-eight statcs chat
currently authorize capital punishment make some provisions for clemency. Woodard,107 E3d at
1187. The Supreme Court has recognized clemency as the "'fail-safe' in our criminal justice
system" (Herrerq 506 U.S. at 415), and as "one of the discretionary practices the absence of
which would cteate a system totally alien to our notions of Esiminaljnstiw."' Gregg v. Georgia,
428 US. 153, 199 11.50 /1976) (plurality opinion).
Second, Tucker's Eighth Amendment punishment claims are embraced within the first Teague
exception, because they would prohibit her execution on the basis of herstatus as a completely
rehabilitated offender.
Tucker resoectfullv su~reststhat this Court shouldreconsider its January 28,1998, opinion on
its own motion and enter a stay pending the outcome of the heupreme~ o u r &
decision in ~ ~ ~ d a d ,
supra.This Court can then take further action relative to Tucker's s u c m r writ once the Supreme
Court has aecided Woo&

.

-

- --

m.
Tucker respectfully suggests that the Court erred in findxng that Tucker's applicationhad failed
to "satisfy the requirements of Article. 11.071, & 5, Vernon's Ann. C.C.P."

A. TUCKER'S CHALLENGES WERE NOT RIPE IN 1989 WHEN THE FIRST STATE
COURT WRIT WM FILED.
It would be fundamentally unfair for this Court to deny n c k e merits review when none of her
claims existed in 1989 and thus ~ o u l dnot have been raised in her first state court writ. Moreover,
even dthese claims had existed in 1989, had they been included in her first state court writ, they
would have been premature andlor not addressed on the merits, as evidenced by this Court's apinion af January 28,1998.%e direct analogy is to execution competency. See Ford v. Wainwright,
477 U.S. 399 (1986). Indeed, in Martinez-ENareal v. Stewart, 118 F.3d 628 (1993, cerf. gr@
118 S. Ct. 294 (October 14.1997).
,. theNinth Circuit was faced with a claimof execution incompetcncy in an applicntion for leave to filea successivc wriL Thecourt cntcred a stay and held that the
successive writ prohibitions contained in 28 U.S.C. g: 2244 do not apply 111 a petition that raises
~ n l ya claim of execution competency. Id In so holding, the Ninth Clrcuit stated:
The constitutional problem with this preclusion is patent. Indeed, the Supreme Court
upheldtheAEDPA's gatekeepiugprovisionsagainst attackunderthe Suspension Clause
because such provisions were a 'modifiedresjudicatarule, aresiraint on what is called
in habeas corpus practice "abuse of the writ."' F e l k , 116 S.Ct at 2340. But the
restrictions on successive petitions containing a colorable competency claim cannot be jnstlfiedas a modified res jndicata rule because res judicata cannot apply
to a claim that will always be premature on a first petition."
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Id at 118 113d at632 (emphi~sisadded). Like the I+rd claim in Murtinez-Villareal, Tucker's
Eighth Amendment claims relating to her status as a rchahilitated offender have not hccn ripe
before now. Like any number of suhstantivc and procedural due prncess claims, Tucker's clemency/wmmutation due process claims have not been ripe until now.
A federal petitioner's claim is not ripc for review until she is faced with the imminent dcprivation of a federal right. Ilerrera v. Collins, 506 1J.S. 390,406 (1993) (finding that hecause Ford's
claim pertained to punishmcnt it was within the purview of the liighth h e n d o l e n t and was "prop
erly considered in proximity to the execution"); 1.ucas v. South Camlinu Coaslrrl Council. 505
U.S. 1003 (1992). In Lucus, the Supreme Court spclled out clearly that 3 due process Takings
Clause claim was not ripe until the proximity nf the governmental deprivation of life. libcrty. or
property. lacus. 505 US.at 101 1, 1041-1042. 'I'hc inajority went to the merits of thc takings issue
only hccause the underlying state court opinion rested on the merits. Id at 1011. Otherwise, t l ~ e
court a g n d the issur: before it would not have been r i p , hccause 1.ucas had only objected to an
unconstitutional taking of his pn)perty by a ncw stiltc statute, and had not actually sought authorization from the statc to continue to use his property as hc had desired. Id. at 1042 (quoting the
respondent's arguments that the issue was not ripe for adjudic~tion).Additinnally, "no final agency
decision [had] been rendered crmcrning the use of his propcrty." Id. 'l'hc same analysis holds fix
Tucker's clemcncy/cun~mutationclaims. These claims have not hccn ripe up until now, hccause:
(I) Tucker's request for clemency, according toTexas administrative policy, would not have been
considered by the Governor and Roard until n e a r the end of h e r court process; (2) Tucker
had not applied f o r clemency bemuse the anthorities would not have considered her request;
and (3) no final agency decision had been made o r was even about to he made until now
affecting her constilutional life interest. Hopefully, this Court would agrce that Tucker's life is
infinitely more valuable than I.ucas' heachl'rnnt propeny.111is Court should recngnix that'rucker's
claims were not ripc until 1998.
Application of the gateway provisions in Article 11.071, 8 5 to l'uckcr's tax would he grossly
unfair under the circumstances, suspending the Great Writ, hecause "thc reslrictions on successive
pctilions contdjning II colorahle Lclcmency doc process or Eighth Anandn~cntpunishment] claim[s]
cannot kjustificd as [I modified res judicula rule[s] because rcs judicata cannot apply to a claim
that will always hc premature on a first petition." Marti~rez-Villurt.d,supra at 118 E h l at 682.
This Court should recogni7e that Tucker's claims were not ripc until 1998, reconsider its opinion
and issue a s h y pending disposition of the successor writ in the district court.
B. THERE W M NO PROCICDIIKAI, UIIFAIJ1.T IINDEK AKTICI.IC 11.071, 5 5.
'Ibis Court's finding that Tucker
abused the writ under Articlc 11.071, 5 5, Vernon's Ann.
C.C.t?, is fundamcntdly unhir because it au~ountsto an impermissibly rctraact~veapplication of
the slate haheas swtute.
On December 15, 1989, thc date Tucker made her first stcp into the statc post-conviction prucess and prior to any federal court review of hcr convictinn and sentence, her challcngc to the
commutation pnxess was not at all ripc. Article 1 1.071, with its restrictions on succcssivc statc
petitions, was not enacted until 1995, and the lax and incmsistent s n t e court-generated rulcs for
successive petitions that existed in Texas in 1989%\sould not have glven 'I'ucker any notice t h ~ t ,
despite lack of ripcness, she should have filed at that time.
7he Article 11.071, 8 5(a) har raised hy this Court is impermissibly retroactive 3s npplicd to
Tucker's clemency and Eighth Amendment punishment concerns. A state's procedural rule used tu
bar consideration of a claim "must have been 'firmly establish~edand regularly followed' hy thc
tinw as of which it is to hc applied." Ford v. Georgia 498 US. 41 1,424 (1991) (quoting Jwneu v.
Kefirucky, 466 6J.S. 341, 348 (1984)); Fields v. Culdemn. 125 K3d 757, 76U (1997). The Ninth
Circuit has comnlented thar the Ford rule simply recognizes that it is "grossly unfair and serves
none of the purposes of rcspcct for procedural rules - to forfeit an individual's cot~stitutional
claim bemuse he failed tn follow a rule that was not firn~lyestahlishcd at the tiruc in question."
Cukfewn v. Beun, 96 113d 1126, 1130(9thCir. 1996), crrt. dcrtird, 117 S. Ct. 1560(1997). I:.vcn it'
Articlc 11.071 is currently being consistently applied? any allcged proccdurnl default would have
occnrrcd in 1989, long bdore lI.07l and its statutory successivc petition restrictions wcrc contemplated, and at a time when second state habeas petitions for dcnth row inmates were routinely
considered on the merits. Any consistently applied rule in 1998 (or 1995) cannot cure a lack of
notiw to 'l'uckcr's counsel in 1989. See Fieldr, 125 E l d at 761 (noting that the rcquiren~entof
l l y rule in I N 4 in relation t o a pctitioner's
notice "donm~ul"slate's atlempttu use a c o n ~ i ~ t ~ napplied
decision in 1981)'

..
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The State responded to this argument in its brief in opposition to Tucker's petition for writ of
certiorari to the Supreme Court from this Court's opinion of January 28, 1998, by arping that
Tucker had been put on nohce by Exparte Barber: 879 S.W.2d 889 (Tex. Crim. App. 19941, cert
denied, 513 US. 1084 (1995), wherein this Court intimated thatit would apply a more consistent
abuse of the writ rule. The Barber decision was handed down on February 23,1994, prior to the
date on which Tucker's fist state haheas petition was denied. Thus, according to the State, Tucker
should have known that "any claims not raised at that time would be denied as an abuse of the
writ." Respondent's Brief In Opposition and Opposition to Stay of Execution, at I I.
The State's argument flies m the face of the express language of the Arhcle 11.071,S 5. Whatever "notice" Tuckermight be alleged to have at the m e of the decision in Barbel; Article 11.071
allows thls Court to reach the merits of claims in a sqccessive petition if, and only if:
the application contains sufficient specific facts establishmg that. . . the current claims
andissues have not been and could not have been presented in a tlmely initial application or in a previously considered application filed under this article or Article 11.07
because the factual or legal basis for the clam was unavailable . . . on the date the
applicant filed the prev~ousapphcation . . . .
Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 11.071,B 5 (a) (1) (1998). All that matters under the successive writ
provision of the statute is that the factual or legal basis was unavailable at the time of the filing of
the first state writ. The restrictive language of the statute precludes the State from advancing the
sort of common law argument that it makes. The State, otherwise, cannot reasonably argue that the
court-generated "abuse of the writ" docaine that existed at the time Tucker filed her initial state
writ had any consistency, other than to generally allow for the filing of second writs m capital and
non-capital cases.
Additionally, at the time Tucker came off of her first state writ, she was aggressively forced to
file a f i s t federal petition by Texas' executiou-driven litigation practice7 This C o w should reconslder its Jmuary 28, 1998, opmion, and issue a stay pending dispositton by the district court.

n!
If this Court does not allow merits review of Tucker's claims, she will he executed in violation
of the =ghth and Fourteenth Amendments.8 The denial to Tucker of access to the courts will
violate fundamental fairness, because given the meritorious facts underlying her Eighth Amendment punishment clams and her clemency/commutation due process claims, which should exempt her from the death penalty, the procedural nightmare she faces "shocks the conscience."
Just~ceDouglas wrote:

When society acts to deprive one of its members of his life . . . it takes its most awesome steps. No general mpect for,nor adherence to, the law as a whole can well be
expected without judicial recognition of the paramount need for prompt, eminently
fair and sober criminal law procedures. Themethods we employ in the enforcement of
our criminal law have aptly been called the measures by which the quality of our
civilization may be judged.
Douglas v. P e ~ p l of
e the State of California, 372 US. 353, 357 n.2 (1963).
It is a principle of fundamental fairness "rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people"
that an inmate must be given some forum, whether it be in the judicial process or clemency, for the
presentation of evidence that she is no longer eligible for the punishment society has allotted her,
so that miscaniage of justice may be avoided. Hemera, 506 U.S. at 411-12; E v m v. Muncy, 498
U.S. 927 (1990) (Marshall, J.. dissenting from denial of petition for writ of certiorari).
Wilbert Evans, the petitioner in Evans v. Muncy, supra, petitioned the Supreme Court on writ of
certiorari to consider a claim identical to part of Tucker's Eighth Amendment punishment claim.
The State did not contest the fact that Evans no longer posed any risk of dangerousness. Evans,
498 U.S. at 930 (Marshall, I.,dissenting from denial of certiorari) (''[Tjhe State concedes that the
sole basis fur Evans' death sentence -future dangerousness -in fact does not exist."). Evans
had saved the lives of several prison guards during an attempted death row escape at theMecklenberg
Correctional Facility:
According to uncontested affidavits presented by pards faken hostage during the up-
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rising, Evans took decisive steps to calm the riot, saving the lives of seveml hostages,
and preventing the rape of one of the nwes.
Id at 928. Evans filed a writ of habeas corpus urging that "the jury's prediction of his future
dangerousnessbe reexamined in light of his conduct during theMecklenberg uprising:' Id. at 929.
Virginia's death penalty s t a m , Tikcthat of Texas, requires a finding of future dangerousness for
the prisoner to heeligiblefor thepenalty. Va. Code Ann. $ 19.2-264.2 (1997). The Supreme Court
refused to grant certiorari, even though Evans raised a very serious constitutional claim, probably
because of the State's sole argument that, if petitioners in Evans' procedural position were allowed
to rai8e such claims, an "endless stream of litigation" would result, undermining the State's interest
in procedural finality. Id Justice Maahall wrote in dissent:

In my view, the CouPt's decision to let %lhert Evans he put to death is a compelling
statement of the failure of this Court's capitaljutispmdence. This Court's approach
since Gregg v. Georgia has blithely assumed that strict procedures will satisfy the dictates of the Eighth Amendment's ban on cruel and unusual punishment. As Wilhert
Evans' claimmakes crystal clear, even the most exacting procedures arefallihle. Jnst
as the jury occasionally "gets it wrong" about whether a defendant charged with murder is innocent or guilty,so, too, canthe jury "get it wrong" abDut whether a defendant
convicted of murder is deserving of death, not withstanding the exacting procedures
imposed by the Eighthhendment.
Id at 930. Marshall w r ~ t ethat the State's interest in finality could not he an acceptable answ@
to this flaw in the system. If the State could not "realistically accommodate post-sentencing evidence casting doubt on a jury's finding of future dangerousness," wrote Mamhall, it "hardly
foltow[e&" thatthe petitioner shonld bearthe burden (execution] of the procedural limitation. Id
at 93LL31. Marshall concluded: "[nf it is impossible to consmct asystem capable of accommodating all evidence relevant to a man's entitlement to be spared death- no matm when that evidence
is disclosed - then it i s the system, not the life of the man sentenced to death, that should be
dispatched." Id at 931.
Tucker asserts tbat the Supreme Court erred in denying certiorari in Evans because, under the
facts of that case, the State's finality interests were met. Rare will he the casein which the prosecutor does not conmapetitionet's claim that he M she no longerposesa risk of dangerousness. The
State has not contested Tucker's lack of dangerousness, and on the facts, simply cannot. The
execution of WilbertEvans,after he had been afforded no forum to arguehis lack of death-eligibility, "shocked the conscience." Execution of W a r hemuse of the m u r e of the system to m m modate her appeals for relief would do no less.
Aud, it should be noted, it would be fundamentally unfair to preclude Tucker from proceeding
onward duce the prevention of meaningful access to clemency and the prevention of meaningful
opportunity tb obtain clemency is directly attributable to the State of T a a s by virtue of its policy
and practim reggrdingTexas' clemency scheme.
WHEREFORE, F'REMISES CONSIDERED, it is respectfully requested that this Honorable
Court reconsider its opinion on its own motion, grant Tucker's request fm a stay, and allow the
disFsict c o w to consider the succesor petition.
Respectfully submitted,

DAVID L. BOTSPORD
GEORGE McCALL SECREST, JR.
ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT

,

' Twker d i m not wnaede Uris pposition.

ExHIprT 1

T m g w v. Lane, 4B9 U.S.2&8,307(1989) ((PluraliQ opioion) IquoI& Mqekey v Onired Sroes, 401 U 5,667,692
(1971) @&rlan, I., concvning in part and dimsentiwinpart)).
'The Court dearly evidenced its ophion that challenges to the clemency pmcess were not reviewable because Conmctrdul BoardofPrmlo~v.Dumchat, supw nwndakdthat them wereno duepmcess pratediom ~pplrcable
to theTexas
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'Tucker takes no position on the qoestian whether Article 11.071 is being consistently applied, Rating that, in its
published apinionssince 11.071 was enacted. the Court of CriminalAppeals has offered almostnoinsi@i into its crihria
for applying the "abuse of the writ' bar found in thst codepmvision.
%Bur see Mufiuv. Johnson,1998 US.App. LEXIS 2 (5th Cu Jan. 2 1998); Nablcsv. Johnsoq 127P.3d 409 (5th Cir.
1997). Neither Muniz or Johnson directly address Tueker's retroactivity argument.
S e e Gosch v. Johmon, 1998 U.S.LEXS 463 (Ian. 15,1998) (stay p n t e d pendin8disposition of petition for w"t of
certiorari on the issue ofTexm'policy of driving litigation withexecution dates).On January 30,1995, sn ordarwas entered
granting Tucker's Motion to P m d in Federal Litigation Without the Selting of An Erecution Date so long as federal
application was hled on ar beforeAugust 1.1995. This order was granted by JndgeLove, Presiding Judge of the judicial
distribwhereTucbr had been uiedand convict&. It was q u e s t e d m d agreed to by the State to avoid the pmspect thatthe
hialjudge, PauiCiaLykos would set yet another execution date. In this regard, Judge Lykos had repeatedly set dates while
the state litigation was pending, even after t6e Court of Criminal Appeals had entered a stay pending the disposition of
Tucker's first state murt wdt. It might be said that Tucker simply fledinto federal comt and, therefore,. that she could
hardly be held acwuntable for not remainingin or returningto state court while the state trial judge was bent on executing
her prior to tenninatian of fair wutt review.
%light of the Ninth Circnitb opinion in Murti~cz--villareal~
Sfewng 118 P.3d 628 (1997), ccrr. g r a d , 118 S. Cf.
294 (October 14.1997). diseussedabove,it appears that* Court utilized M e 11.071.g 5 on at least two occasions in
1997 in an unwnstitutionalmanner since at least two people(Madden & Davis) we% executeddespite compellingclaims
of execofion incompetency. 6;1

.
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The Verlict Is In!
TCDLA Has a Successful Professional
liability Insurance Program for Its Me

1

Through the joint efforts OTTCDLA,
AN, and

P o l i c y Highlights

National Casualty Insurance Company

r Easy to read policy

(Rated Ac15 by A M . Best). TCDLA Members

r Unlimited prior acts coverage available

have access to outstanding coverage a t
highly competitive rates.

Covers all legal and n o t q services

r Up to $5,000 may be paid annually with no
deductible for defense of disciplinary

ii
Today you can obtain
numerous quotes for

proceedings

professional liab l ty insurance. Make sure

r Innocent insured protection

one of these quotes is from your association

r Duty to defend policy

sponsored program.

r Annual Aggregate Deductible
r Insured's consent required to settle claims

EDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in

30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with

this area and is working hard to stabilize

options to 60 months

premiums for many years to come.
For information please reply to:

AA1
800 Interchange Blvd., Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78721
Phone: 512/389-0623

Fax: 512/385-9632

CORRESPONDENCE

u M w m ,112 F.3d 131,136 &d Cis. lWlJ: J m v. &Q& l l d ~ % l I (9th
O~
€21. 11997); see ag.,C m v. Vuxp%&1996 PuZ 478683 f.N.D. Ca.A i l a t 19, 1896J

M

tir:&
in'ord& to otrtatn pm-kwnt & in%wiigi(rive fees. The basis for non-tewd
claim8 are by their vety Kattlte, howeuet, rmicnhwn to cauwl at rtK tima he 'or she is
appointed to the w e .If i$ VittuaIIy itgpassible to .rlrticulate what non-word claims
might he developed throughppm invgsti&ation.Per mmzple, ommi mnot knew
\
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whether material, exculpatory evidence was suppressed by the
State until she conducts an investigation. Further, in most cases,
counsel cannot ascertain the precise legal issue(s) that will be
raised until the witnesses are contacted. Counsel must be provided with adequate investigative resources to develop all potential nonrecord claims

11. Reasonable Compensation of Appointed Counsel:
In the new guidelines, the Court adopted a presumptive "cap"
on attorney fees of $15,000.00 for the filing of the initial applicatlon. The Courthasthus limited attorney hours spent on the preparation of the application to 150 hours. According to the findings
of the State Bar Committee on Legal Representation for those on
Death Row,Ithe median number of attorney hours spent on capital state habeas representation was 400 hours, the mean number
was 900 hours. Preparation of an application for writ of habeas
corpus requires:
Reading the record: in many capital cases, the record including the voir dire, pre-trial hearings, the guilthnocence
phase, the punishment phase, and the appellate briefing -is literally thousands of pages in length.
Formulation of an investigation plan and preparation of
motions for funds: after reading the record, the counsel must formulate an investigation plan, move for funds, and supervise andl
or assist with the investigation.
Legal research on all colorable record and non-record claims
for relief: counsel must conduct sufficient legal research on all
potential claims until a decision can be made whether the claim
has potential merit under either state or federal law.
Writing the application
In all but the rarest of cases, counsel cannot competently complete the above tasks in 150 hours or less. Thus, the "cap" forces
appointed counsel to elect between providing incompetent representation or spending several hundred uncompensated hours in
order to provide competent representation during the pre-petition stage of the litigation. This untenable election will reduce
the number of attorneys willing to take on capital habeas cases
and diminish the quality of representation rendered.

IlI. Newly Created Obstacles for Appointed Counsel:
A.
Co-Counsel:
For the past year and a half, members of the court, and its staff,
have made reassurances in many public forums anended by habeas practitioners that, although the court would not formally
appoint co-counsel, hours expended by associated counsel would
be (and have been) compensated. The attorney billing forms, provided by the court, designated a space in which 6 report the hours
of "co-counsel." Apparently, this assurance is no longer being
honored. Further, new guidelines for appointments preclude the
association of another counsel.
Given the complexity of state and federal3 death penalty postconviction work, we believe it is imperative this Court allow association of other counsel. According to thereport commissioned
by the State Bar: "The complexity of capital caselaw and proce-
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dure and the massive time commitment required of counsel in
order to effectively represent a capital defendant necessitates the
appointment of at least two anorneys for each defendant at cvery
stage of the capital proceedings." Further, precluding association
of counsel inhibits the training of new lawyers who might work
on a capital habeas case with a more senior attorney but would
not be qualified to take on a case by themselves. The Court's
need to expand the number of qualified habeas counsel will be
frustrated by eliminating the opportunity for less experienced lawyers to serve as co-counsel with appointed counsel. Given the
complexity of state and federal habeas corpus jurisprudence, the
dearth of formal training for habeas practitioners, the lack of a
resource center, and the absence of amanual for post-conviction
work, the most efficient way for the Court to recruit and train
new habeas attorneys is to allow them to work on a case with a
more experienced attorney.

B.
Interim Billing:
Limiting appointed counsel's pre-petition compensation to
$5000 may effectively preclude many practitioners from accepting appointments. In nonunitary system cases, most applications
will not be filed until six to ninemonths after the date of appointment. In the unitary system, there may be a much longer period
of time between appointment and the filing of an application.
Given the extensive amount of work necessary to prepare an
application and the length of time between appointment and filing, the limitation on pre-application funding will simply exclude
those practitioners who cannot afford a significant delay in compensation. Even if an attorney could afford one such delay, this
guideline will pose an insurmountable financial obstacle to solo
practitioners seeking to develop expertise in this area by handling more than one case.
If the Court's fundamental concern is that there are inadequate
resources to pay for handling death penalty habeas corpus litigation, perhaps there are additional avenues of funding that have
not yet been explored. This is one of the topics we would like to
discuss with the Court.
We would like to work with the Court to address the above
issues, as well as any others. We look forward to meeting with
the Court in an effort to facilitate communication and develop
guidelines which attempt to accommodate both the fiscal constraints and the statutory requirement of competent capital habeas representation.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Hujar Orr
Death Penalty Chair

E.G. "Gerry" Morris
President TCDLA

'Robin Norris and Roy Greenwood informed us that they were invited by the
Court to meet and discuss the guidelines. Please understand that although Robin
and Roy are esteemed members ofTCDLA they are not representing this organization in those meetings.
'If members of this C o w do not possess copies of the 1993 report commissioned by the State Bar of Texas. we would be happy to provide them.
'Competent state habeas representationrequires aworking knowledge, at minimum, of federal habeas corpus jurisprudence. Because the dramatic changes in
federal habeas jurisprudence wrought by the Antiterrorism Act of 1996 heightened the federal court focus on state post- conviction proceedings, state habeas
counsel must be aware of the impact of his actions.

Dear 11.O71 Appointed Counsel:
We have been informed that you were recently appointed to
represent a death-sentenced inmate in his or her Article 11.071
Application for Post-Conviction Writ of Habeas Corpus. Because we have grave concerns about recent limitations imposed
by the Court of Criminal Appeals regardiig the compensation of
counsel, we write to share our concerns with you.
With your appointment you should have received the recently
adopted Guidelines andRulesforAttomeys Fees and/or Expenses.
These Guidelines impose limitations on counsel which we believe make impossible the competentrepresentationof death-sent e n d inmates. The Guidelines make clear that the Court believes that it is an unusual or extraordinary case which will require more than 150 hours' to ptepare the application. According
to the findings of the State Bar Committee on Legal Representation for those on Death Row, the number of attorney hours spent
on capital state habeas representation was between 400 and 900
hours.2 We are concerned that the Court's limitations will place
you in the untenable position of having to choose between competently representing your client and performing about 250.750
hours of uncompensated work or, if your practice precludes such
a huge number of pro hono hours, not being able to competently
represent your client Further, because the Court's Guidelines now
preclude the association of other counsel, you will be required to
bear this heavy burden on your own. You should also be aware
that the Court has been routinely cutting vouchers without explanation, and seemingly without regard to the necessity of the work
performed. Some attorneys have had vouchers reduced by more
than $IO,M]O.
The statute requires that a counsel shall investigate . the
factual and legal grounds fur the filing of an application for a
writ of habeas corpus. The Court of Criminal Appeals has never
clearly set forth what claims are or are not recognizable in habeas. However, in its w e n t decision in Ex Pam Gardnez;S.W.2d -(Tex.Crim.App. February 4,1998) the Courtindicated
that it may no longer consider in a post-conviction application
any record based claim that could have been raised on direct appeal. This means that if you find a dead-bang winner record
based claim which was not raised on direct appeal, it must be
pled in habeas as ineffectiveassistance of direct appeal counsel3.
The decision in Gadner simply reinforces the need to completely
reinvestigate the case and locate extra-record claims. Accordingly, conscientious counsel is obligated to Fvestigate, research
and litigate every possible record and non record-based claim
and include it in the Application in order to preserve the record
for hoth state and federal habeas review.
Although it is impossible to comprehensively list every task
required for competent representation in a habeas case, it is clear
that counsel must at least:

. .

Read the record: This includes thoroughly reading the

transcript, the complete statement of facts (including voir due,
pre-trial hearings, the gnilt/innocencephase, and the punishment
phase). The statement of facts alone may run thousands of pages
Counsel must also thoroughly readand analyze the appellatebriefing and any prior court opinions.
After readmg the record, counsel must formulate an
investigation plan, move for funds to hire experts and investigators, move for discovery, and supervise and/or assist with the
investigation.
Investigation will include interviewing and budding
rapport with the cliene; interviewing and obtaining the files of
each previous attorney (hial & appeal); talking with most, iC not
all of the jurors; locating and interviewing all trial witnesses, partlcularly any snitch witnesses; doing a complete family history
ofthe chent; locating andcopy ing all mental health records, m~litary words, TDCJ records, school records and medical records
of theclient which were not obtained by trial counsel, using Open
Record Act requests to obtain the files of the district attorney,
law enforcement and the jails where the client and snitch witnesses were incarcerated; and hundreds of other investigation tasks
not easily ascertained unbl an in~tialinvestigaaon bas been completeds.
Counsel must then conduct sufficient legal reseatch
on all potential claims until a decision can be made whether the
claim has potential merit under either state or fedetal law. It is
imperative that counsel have a working knowledge of federal
habeas law and procedure, especially the intricacies of the 1996
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act as any claim not
preserved bath legally and factually in state court will forever be
precluded from review in federal court.
Counsel then must complete the writing of the application, respond to the State's answer, request and prepare for an
evidentiary hearing, litigate fully all claims and issues regardmg
funding, draft proposed findings of fact and conclus~onsof law,
and prepare pleadings for the Court of Criminal Appeals if the
hid court recommends denial of relief. Counsel is also required
to either represent the client in federal court or if unable or not
competent to do so6, file appropriate motions in federal court.
These requirements are merely an outline of what is minimally
required to adequately represent a death-sentencedinmate m state
habeas. Obviously, this is an extraordinary responsibility, and
one that we believe is hampered by the Court's unwillingness to
adequately fund counsel7.
We are attempting to assist newly appointed habeas counsel in
tbree ways:
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1) ass~stingattorneys in moving to withdraw from the
case if they decide, after thoughtful considerationof the complex
requirements of representmg a death sentenced inmate and the
emotional and financial impact of such representation, that they
do not wish to accept the appointments;
2) answering questions and acting as a sounding board
y
for attorneys who have discrete questions about their cases ; and
3) providing a "min~"training for recently appointed
counsel that will be held in April (details to follow).

TCDLA takes the obhgation of representing a person sentenced
to death vely seriously and understands it is an endeavor that is
undertaken at great personal and financial detriment. We appreciate your wilhngness to accept the appointment in such a serious case and hope you will not hesitate to take advantage of the
traming and advising opportunities that TCDLA is offering. If
you have any questions, please do not hes~tateto call.

is a Recognized Specialty in Texas!
We provide:
Sen offender and psychological profile
determinations
-Expert witness testimony
*Addtction/dependencyassessments
*Assutance with case, witness and cross
examinatwn preparatcon
*Treatment recommendatzons to the court
We travel anywhere and accept court assignments
as payment in full. References on request. Call us
if you think we might h e able to help.

Navarre & Associates

5121836-4567

"Diplomate of the Amer~canBoard of Forens~cExaminers"

Sincerely,
Cynthia Hujar Orr
Death Penalty Chair

&G. "Ge@"'on+s
PresidentTCDLA

' The Guidel~neslimit carnoensanon of attomev fees for ore-fdinz work to

.

mav have to c ,m exoenses for a SIX to m e month venod
'These figures were based on attorney hours expended dunngthe state postconv~Uonprocess, aod were cakuleted when the Texas Resource Center was
available f& consultation on cases (and do not include the number of hours expended by resource center counsel.) Because there is no longer aResouree Centerto assist appointedcounsel, thenumber ofhours required to competently complete the state post-conviction pmcess may be greater
Because it is not yet clear how consistently &&r
will be applied, such
claims should be raised both as a merits daim and, in the alternative, as ineffective assistance of counsel. This is necessary in order to preserve the issues for
review in Federal habeas.
Many criminal defense attome'ys have leamed that representing a deathsentenced client is very different fmm representing other criminal defendants.
The conditions of living under sentence of death havean impact an the clientand
the attorneylclient relationship that cannot be overemphasized.
'Investigation fees are limited by the Court. It is unusual that the Court will
reimburse more than $2,500 in investigation feeslexpenses. This amount obviously is rarely sufficient for a thorough investigation of the case.
'28 U.S.C. 848 hasvery specific qualifications fortheappointment of counsel
in fedeml capital habeas eases.
W e are attaching alemnecently sent to the C a m of Criminal Appeals from
TCDLA further outlinine our concerns about the fundine situation.

Agraup of habeas practitioners have generously volunteered to offer advice
in habeas matters. Call the office of David Schulman (vice-chair. TCDLAdealth
penalty committee) at 512-474-8965 between the hours of 9:OO-12:OO or 1:OO4:W weekdays forthe name and number of an attorney who is willing to discuss
your case with you.
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Retroactivity Challenges to
the Sex Offender Program
BY
Keith S. Hampton

Genesis of the Sex Offender
Registration Program

or deferred adjuciation for all sexual offenders with three exceptions: those whose
The sexual offender registration pro- reportable offenses were indecency witha
gram was enacted in 1991. See Act of May child by contact, sexual performance of a
26,1991,72dLeg.,R.S. ch. 572,s 1,1991 child, and aggravated sexual assault. See
Tex.Gen. Laws 2029 (Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Act of May 29,1995,74th Leg., ch. 676, $
Ann.art. 6252-13c.l). The original duty to 2. Some new offenses (aggravated kidnapregister as a sex offender applied only to ping with intent to sexually abuse and
those with a "reportable conviction or ad- burglary withintent to sexually abuse) and
judication," which meant only convictions inchoate offenses wereincluded within the
for indecency with a child, sexual assault, meaning of "reportable conviction or adaggravated sexual assault, incest or a fourth judication." Also, the number of reportviolation of indecent exposure. See Act of able indecent exposure convictions needed
May 26, 1991,72dLeg., R.S. ch. 572,s 1, to trigger the reporting requirements was
1991 Tex.Gen. Laws 2029. Persons on reduced from four to two. The victim's age
deferred adjudication for any offense were was added as part of the registration renot included. Furthermore, the registra- quirement. However, these amendments
tion duty for those with reportable convic- apply only to reportahle convictions or
tions ended upon the discharge of proba- adjudications occuning on or after Septemtion or parole. See Act of May 26, 1991, ber 1, 1995. A reportahle conviction or
72dLeg., R.S. ch. 572,s 1,1991Tex.Gen. adjudication occurring before September
Laws 2029, 2030. This original act went 1,1995, is governed by the prior law which
extinguishes the duty to register upon disinto effect on September 1, 1991.
In 1993, ths Legislature added sexual charge of probation or parole.
Courts and prison officials have been
performance of a child and possession or
promotion of child pornography to the list required since the inception of the program
of reportable offenses. See Act of May 30, to ensure that those with "reportable con1993, 73rd Leg., ch. 866, $3, 1993 victions" are informed about the registraTex.Gen. Laws 3420. More significantly, tion requirements. See Article 6252-13c.1
deferred adjudications were included $2, Revised Statutes; TEXCODE. CRIM.
within the definition of "reportable con- PRO. art. 62.03 Currently, trial courts
victions and adjudications," and applied "shall ensure that the prerelease notificaonly to those convictions for which an or- tion and registration requirements" are met
der of deferred adjudication was entered "on the day of entering the order or sentencing," and probation officers "shall imon or after September 1, 1993.
mediately
conduct the prerelease notificaThe program was amended again in
tion
and
registration
requirements.'' TEX.
1995 with the passage of two hills, Senate
CODE.
CRIM.
PRO.
art. 62.03(c).
Bill 267 and House Bill 1379. See Act of
May 19, 1995,74th Leg., R.S. ch. 258, $
1997 Codification
16, Tex.Gen. Laws 2197,2205, and Act of
Chapter 62 declares that it applies to
May 29, 1995,74th Leg., R.S. ch. 676, §
3,1995 Tex.Gen. Laws 3649,3650. House every "reportable conviction or adjudicaBill 1379 changed the period of time for tion" since September 1, 1970. The incluregistration to the loth anniversary of the sion of deferred adjudications within the
date of discharge from probation, parole meaning of "reportable" convictions and

adjudications" is maintained. See
TEXCODE CRIM.Proc. art. 62.01(5)(H)
(West 1997). These changes to chapter 62's
applicability article (art. 62.1 I), apply only
to people who, on or after September 1,
1997, were under some form of state custody or supervision, i.e., either confined in
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice,
Texas Youth Commission, or a county jail,
or were on probation or parole, for virtually any sex offense. See TEX.CODE
CRIM.PROC. art.62.01(5). However.
those who were not on probation, parole
or in confinement on September 1, 1997,
continue to be governed by Article
625213c.1 @(a), Revised Statutes, as it
existed before it was redesignated and
amended by Senate Bill 875, which the
Legislature finally passed on May 24,
1997. SeeAct of May 24,1997,75th Leg.,
R.S. ch. 668, $ 1, 1997 Tex.Gen. Laws
2253. It is clear, then, that those who completed their probation, parole or confinement for a sex offense before September
1, 1997 are not included within chapter 62
at all. Much less clear and far more controversial is chapter 62's apparent retroactive application of both the registration
duty and its expiration date.
To determine the validity of chapter 62's
retroactive application, it might first be
asked: Who has a duty to register. and when
does that duty arise?

Dufy to Register Arises on Release from
Prison, or to Probation or Deferred
Those with "reportable"convictions or
adjudications must register, as noted below:

.

"Reportable Conviction" onlafter 91
111991: Aperson who has a reportable
conviction or adjudication shall register
with the local law enforcement authority
in any municipality where the person re-
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sides or intends to reside for more than
seven days, or if the person does not reside or intend to reside in a municipality,
in any county where the person resides or
intends to res~defor more than seven days.
The person shall not register later than the
seventh day after the person's anival in the
mumcipality or county.

-

"Reportable Convictton" on/ after 91
11 1993: A person who has a reportable
offense "for which an order of deferred
adjudication is entered by the court" must
registerjust as probationers and parolees.
"Reportable Conviction" onlafter 91
111995: A person who has a reportable
conviction or adjudication shall "satisfy the
requirements" of the registration provisions.
The pre-1997 duty to register does not
explicitly explain to those parolees with
reportable convictions exactly when their
duty arises. Taken literally, aprison inmate
mght have the duty to register in the
county in whtch be is mcarcerated-after
all,he does reside there. However, in light
of the registration program's purpose in
assisting local law enforcement in determining theidentity and location of known
sex offenders in the community, a more
reasonable interpretatlonis that a parolee's
duty to register arises oncereleased.Moreover, the original Act imposed a duty on
"an official of the penal institution" to inform parolees about their duty to register
30-90 days "before a person who will be
subject to registration under this arhcle is
due to be released." See Act of May 26,
1991, 72d Leg., R.S. ch. 572, 8 1, 1991
Tex.Gen. Laws 2030 (Tex. Rev. CivStat.
Ann. art. 6252-13~.1$3)(emphasisadded).
Finally, the prison official must inform
both DPS and the local law enforcement
authority, among other things, "the address
where the person expects to reside on the
~erson'srelease." Id. (emphasis added).
Thus, the registratton duty arises when an
inmate with areportable offense is released
on parole.
As for probationers, their duty arises
when they "receive probation," whichmay
be taken to mean when they are sentenced
to aterm of confinement and the court suspends its imposihon of incarceration. See
TEXCODE CRIM.PROC. art. 42. 12,
$2(2) (West 1997). As for those having a
finding of guilt deferred, thetr duty to reg-
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ister clearly arises after the order of de- tody on or after September 1, 1997. Senferred adjudication is entered by the court. ate Bill 875 (the 1997 Act) amended the
See Act of May 30, 1993, 73rd Leg., ch. former "Exemption"section of the sexual
offender registration program to include
866,82,1993 Tex.Gen. Laws 3420.
If the duty to register arises upon release, reportable offenses smce 1970, and the
then an inmate released before the effec- bill's applicability section provides:
SECTION 11. (a) The change in law
tive date of the original 1991 Act can only
made by this Act to Article 62.11,
have a registration duty if the original act
Code of Crlminal Procedure, as recan be applied retroactively. But that Act
designated and amended by this Act
does not even purport to have retroactive
(formerly Subsection (a), Section 8,
application, and, absent language to the
Article
625213c.1, Revised Statcontrary, legrslative acts are presumed to
utes),
applies
only to a defendant
have prospective application only. TEX.
who,
with
respect
to an offenselisted
GOV'T CODE, $311.022 (West 1997).
in
Subdivision
(
3 , Article 62.01,
Thus, those who were paroled or put on
Code
of
Criminal
Procedure, as reprobation before September 1,1991 have
designated and amended by this Act
(formerlySubdivision (51, Section 1,
Article 625213c.1, Revised Statutes), on or after the effective date
of this Act:

no duty to register at least under the terms
of the original act, and all subsequent
amendments. But then came the troubling
language in the 1997 codification.
The 1997 codification might be t&en
to mean that legislators sought to retroactively apply the lifetime registration duty.
It does, after all, declare that it encompasses every "reportable conviction or adjudication" since September 1, 1970. But
this could mean only that someone sent to
prison in 1970 who is due to be released
an or after September 1,1997 must register once released if he has one of those
many "reportable convictions or adjudications." Such an interpretation might avoid
some of the retroactivity issues. Unfortunately, chapter 62's applicability article
defies that reading.
Article 62.11 applies to anyone with a
sex offense under some form of state cus-

(1) is confined in a penal mstitution, as that term is defined by Subdivision (31, Article 62.01, Code of Criminal
Procedure, as redesignated
and amended by this Act (formerly Subdivinon (3), Section
1, Article 625213c.1, Revised
Statutes); or
(2) is under the supervision
and controlof a juvenile probation office or an agency or
entity operating under contract
with a juvenile probation office, a community supervision
and corrections department,
or the pardons andparoles division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
(b) A defendant who, on the effective date of this Act, is not descrtbed
by Subdivision (1) or (2) of Subsection (a) of this sechon is covered by
the law in effect under Subsection
(a), Section 8, Arhcle 625213c.1,
Rev~sedStatutes, before that section
was redesignated and amended by
this Act, and the former law is conhnuedin effect for that purpose.
It appears, then, that the Leg~slaturedid
mean to impose a never-endtng duty on
virtually all sex offenders in custody or
under supervision -regardless of all previous leglslahve acts on the subject It
seems that this is precisely the sort of legislative mischief that the Texas
Constitution'sretroactivity prohibition was

designed to preclude, as discussed.later.
Registration: When Does it End?
The 1991 Act plainly provides that the
duty to register "ends on the day that the
person discharges parole or probation."
The 1993 Act which included deferred
adjudications under the registration program also placed a similar time-limit on
the duty to register.
HouseBill 1379 was thc 1995Act which
imposed upon most sex offenders the duty
to register until the 10th anniversary of the
date of the person's release from prison,
discharge from parole, deferred adjudication or probation - except for those convicted of indecency by contact, aggravated
sexual assault, or sexual performance of a
child. The Legislature was silent as to these
thrce offenses.
House Bill 1379 shuck out the expiration date altogether in thc section of the
statuto entitled "Expiration of Duty to Register." See Tex.Rev.Civ.Stat.Ann. art.
62520-13c, 89 (Vernon 1995). Furthermore, the applicability section of the Act
limits the continuation of the former law
only to those with reportable convictions
or adjudications occurring before the effective date of the Act. See Act of May 29,
1995, 74th Leg., R.S. ch. 676, 5 3, 1995
Tex.Gen. Laws 3649, 3650. Thus, those
who entered a guilty plea or were released
on parole for indecency by contact, aggravated sexual assault or sexual performance
of a child on or after September 1, 1995
have a lifetime registration requirement
by the express removal of the only expiration date the program ever had.
In 1997, legislators tinkered with the
expiration period once again. Those convicted or put on deferred adjudication for
a "sexually violent offense," or for indecent exposure, compelling prostitution of
child ($43.05(a)(2),TEX. PENAL CODE)
or possession/promotion of child pornography, have a life-time duty to register. All
others need only register for ten years beyond their date of discharge from probation, parole or deferred adjudication. However, there are few sex offenses which are
not designated as "sexually violent"
offenses:"Sexually violent offense" means
any of the following offenses committed
by a person 17 years of age or older: indecency with a child by contact; sexual assault, aggravated sexual assault,sexual
pe@ormance by a child; aggravated kidnapping with intent to violate orabuse the

victim sexually; burglary of a habitation
with intent to commit sexual offense.

Summary of
Expiration Periods
Those with reportable offenses before
September 1, 1995 have the end of their
probation or parole as their expiration date.
Those put on probation, deferred adjudication or paroled after September 1, 1995
have aduty to register 10 years beyond the
date of their discharge from probation or
parole, except for those with reportable
offenses of indecency with a child by contact, aggravated sexual assault, or sexual

the law in effect under Subsection (a), Section 8,ArticIe 625213c.1, Revised Statutes.
before that section was redesignated and
amended by this Act, and the former law
is continued in effect for that purpose."
What, then, does this mean for those who
began a ten-year probation or deferred adjudication before September 1, 1995 and
continuing today? Do they have to regis
ter for the rest of their lives? Or may they
dareto stop@teringonthedateofdischarge?
If the 1997 amendments can be applied
retroactively, as they purport to do, then
the answer is that virtually every person
with a conviction or order of deferred adjudication occuning before September 1,
1995 mustregister forever. If the Act's retroactive application is unconstitutional,
then those with reportable offenses between September 1, 1991 and September
1, 1995 have an expiration datc for registration 10 years after discharge from probation or parole.

Newpaper Publication
Requirements Apply Only to
Post-September 1,1995
Convictions/Adjudications

performance of a child. The Legislature
removed the expiration date for those offenders.
The 1997 Act creates Article 62.11 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, Chapter
62's "Applicability" provision. This provision claims to apply to any "reportable
conviction or adjudication" since Septemper 1, 1970 (except for newspaper publication provisions). However, the Act creating Chapter 62 declares that the "change
in law made by this Act to Article 62.1 1,
Code of Criminal Procedure ... applies
only" to listed sex offenders who are confined, on parole, probation or deferred adjudication "on or after the effective date
of this Act." All others are "covered by

The exceptions to chapter 62's applicability are pre-release information and
change of address provisions relating to
newspaper publication. See TEX. CODE
CRMPROC. art. 62.11. These provisions
require newspaper publication of the
person's age and gender (not the name),
the city, zip code and "street name" (not
address), and a "brief description of the
offense for which the person is subject to
registration." SeeTEX.CODE CRIM.
PROC. arts. 62.03(e) and (f)'arts. 62.04(g).
These newspaper publication requirerncnts
do not apply to those with pre-September
1, 1995 convictions or adjudications for
. ~ short, only those
most sex ~ f f e n s e s In
with convictions or adjudications ufter
September 1, 1995 arc included within
chapter 62's newspaper publication requirements.
Sexual@ Violent Offenses
Under chapter 62, those with "sexually
violent offenses" must register for thc rest
of their lives. Those with two or more
"sexually violent offenses" must report or
verify registration information every 90
days. Any changes must be reported to law
enforcement within 7 days of the change
of address.
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Sexually violent offenses are checked
below:
(/ Indecency with ChildBy Contact

section, an offense was committed
before September 1, 1997, if any element of the offense occurred before
that date.

Indecency with ChildBy Exposure
Because the duty to register is an element of the offense, those who had a duty
L/ Aggravated Sexual Assault
to register before September 1, 1997 face
Indecent E x p a w (2nd conviction) msdemeanor prosecution under Article
5262, not Article 62.10. Thus; the plain
language of the Act would seem to preSexual Assault
clude expost facto application.
A clever prosecutor may argue that it is
Compelling Prostitution
a failure to register which is the element
E'mhhited Sexual Conduct (incest) of the offense-which means a post-Sep(/ Sexual Performance of a Child

Possession/Promotion of Child
Pornography
(/ Aggravated Kidnapping with

intent to commit sex offense
(/ Burglary with intent to commit

sex offense
Attempt to commit any of above
offenses

Failure to Comply with
Registration Requirements
is a Crime
Article 6252-13c.l $7 makes it an offense (class Amisdemeanor) to fail to comply with its registration requirements. This
section of this article continues to apply to
everyone who had a duty to register before September 1, 1997. Those who bad
the duty to register imposed upon them
after September 1,1997 face prosecution
for a state jail felony under the amended
version. See Act of May 24, 1997.7 Leg.,
R.S., ch. 668, 8 1, 1997 Tex.Gen. Laws
2253. Section 10 of the Act addresses the
applicability of this change in the penal
statute:
Tlns Act takes effect September 1,
1997. The change in [penal] law
made by this Act. . . applies only to
an offense committed on or after
September 1,1997. An offense committed before September 1, 1997, is
covered by the law in effect when
the offense was committed, and the
former law is continuedin effect for
that purpose. For purposes of this
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tember 1, 1997 registration lapse would
subject sex offenders to a 2-year imprisonment in a state jail, regardless of when
the dnty arose. 'Zlement of offense" is
defined in pertinent part as "the forbidden
conduct," i.e., the failure to register. TEX.
PENAL CODE, $ 1.07(22)(A) (West
1997). However, because fallure to register constitutes a cr~minalomission, it is
only a crime when there exists a c o r n
sponding duty to register. See TEX.PENAL CODE, g6.01(c) (West 1997). Failure to register, as an omission, is an element composed of two parts: (1) an imposed duty to act and (2) the failwe to fufill
the dnty. Although the failure to register
may occur after September, 1997, it isn't
the failure which triggers its criminality,
but the pre-existing duty. The applicability section of the 1997 Act continues previous law if any element o c c u d before
September 1, 1997. If "any element"
means any constituent part of an element,

then a person commits a misdemeanor offense if his duty to reglster arose before
September 1, 1997.

Provisions for Challenging
Registration
Article 62.07 of the Code of Crlmmal
Procedure prov~desthat a person may p e
tition the dlstr~ctcourt for lnjunchvc relief
(including a temporary restrammg order)
to prevent enforcement of the newspaper
publication requirements. If the person
proves by a preponderance of the ev~dence
that publication "would place the person's
health and wellbeing m Immediate dmger," then he is entitled to "any injunctive
relief warranted by the facts," mdudmg a
permanent injunction.
Article 62.12(c) creates the procedure
whereby those with sexually violent offenses may seek an exempaon from then
lifetime reporting requirements in the dmtrict court in the wunty where the person
resides. The district court may grant a petition for exemption lf at least two "reglstered sex offender treatment providers" and
a hcensed psychlamst make three assurances: (1) the person received "appropriate treatment" while confined or under
state supervision, (2) the person is unlikely
to reoffend; and (3) "there is reason to
believe that the person no longer poses a
significant threat to the community."
Some Potential Challenges to the Sex
Offender Registratratron
Chapter Worth
Exploring
The applicability of chapter 62 to a n p
one other than those convicted, put on probation or deferred adjudication can be challenged on at least four suggested grounds:
that such apphcation (1) v~olatesthe retroactivity prohibition in Article I, $16 of
the Texas Constituhon; (2) violates the ex
post facto provisions in the state and federal constitutions: (3) violates the Due Process Clause in the 14mAmendmentto the
United States Consbhltion as well as the
Due Course of Law provision in Article I,
$19 of theTexas Constitution; (4) violates
the prohibition against the state of impairing the obligation of contracts.

A RetroactivityArgument
Article I, $16 of the Texas Constitution
provides:
Sec.16. BILLS OF ATTAENDER;
EX POST FACT0 OR RETRO-

ACTIVE LAWS; IMPAIRING
OBLIGATION O F CONTRACTS.
No bill of attainder, ex post facto law,
retroactive law, or any law impairing the obligation of contracts, shall
be made.

',

See also U S . Const. amend. V and XTV,
art. I, sec. 9, cl. 3. " 'When a court engages
in expostfacto analysis, [it should be] concerned solely with whether a statute assigns
more disadvantageous criminal or penal
consequences to an act than did the law in
place when the act occurred, [and] it is irrelevant whether the statutory change
touches any vested rights."' Grimes v.
State, 807 S.W.2d 582,587 (Tex.Crim.App.
199l)(quoting Weaver v. Graham, 450
U.S. 24 (1981)).
The Grimes rationale concerning the
retroactivity clause may be open to some
ciiticism because it assumed that theTexas
retroactivity clause was inapplicable to
criminal cases. See Grimes, supra, at 587.
However, thecourt plainly has applied the
Texas retroactivity clause to criminal cases.
See, e.g., McKennon v. State, 60 S.W. 41,
42 Tex.Crim.R. 371 (1900); Ex parte
Rope< 134 S.W. 334, 61 Tex.Crim. 68
(1911). See also Glenn v. State, 442,
S.W.2d360 (Tex.Crim.App. 1969)(observing and implicitly approving Attorney General opinion "bottomed on the constitutional provision which prohibits the passage of retroactive laws which takes away
or impairs vested rights acquired under
existing laws."). Furthermore, there certain!~is nothing in the state constitution
which prohibits the application of this right
to criminal cases. The notion that the retroactivity clause cannot be applied merely
because aperson's life or liberty is at stake
was a regrettable invention of the Grimes
majority.

A retroactive law is one meant to act
on things that are past. As such, a
statute is retroactive which takes
away or impairs vested rights acquired under existing laws, or creates new obligations, imposes new
duties, or adopts a new disability in
rcspect to. . .considerations already
past, and which affects acls or rights
accruing before it came into force.
Exparte Abahosh, 561 S.W.2d 202,203
(Tex.Crim.App.1978). "[Tlhe expostfacto
principle in all its ramifications applies to

any change in the law, whether by legislative amendment, judicial construction, or
administratwe re-interpretation." Exparte
Alegria, 464 S.W.2d 868, 874
(Tex.Crim.App. 197l)(quoting Love v.
Fitzharris, 311 ESupp. 702 (N.D. Cal.
1970).
Pre-1995 sex offenders were expressly
given the right to end their registration
upon discharging their parole, probation or
deferred adjudication. Retroactive application of chapter 62 takes away or impairs
the right to discharge registrahon acquired
under pre-1995 laws and imposes a new

life-time duty to register. Retroactive application is therefore unconstitutional under this state's retroactivity provision.

An Ex Post Facto Argument
Pre-1995 sex offenders' duty to register
ends upon discharging their parole, probation or deferred adjudication. Until then,
failure to register is a crime; after discharge, failure to register is not a crime. If
a person discharges his state supervision
and does not register, chapter 62 makes
~riminalthe failure to register - an innocent omission, according to the legislative
acts which created the registration duty.
Extending the duty after its extinction date
makes an otherwise innocent act a crime.
Other than the fact that it is a crime of
omission which is at issue, this is classic
ex post facto legislation. (This argument
also avoids the less successful claim that

registration constitutes punishment [or ex
postfacto purposes.)

A Void for Vagueness Argument
If a statute which requires a certain act
is so vague that reasonable people differ
as to its application, then it is unconstitutional under Article I, $19 of the Texas
Constitution as well as the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution. See, e.g., Long v. State, 931 S.W.2d
285 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997); Ex parte
Anderson, 902 S.W.2d 695 (Tex.App. Austin 1995,pet. ref 'd).It is an open qucstion whether or not those who were on probation, deferred or paroled before and
through September 1, 1997 should register as sex orfenders beyond the dates set
by previous legislative enactments. Not
only would people of common intelligence
differ, but board-certified criminal law specialists are also likely to have morc than
one reasonable interpretation. This puts
every sex offender to whom this law applies in an intolerable dilemma, which is
what the void-for-vagueness doctrinc condemns.
It is a basic principle of due process
that an enactment is void for vagueness if its prohibitions are not clearly
defined. Vague laws offend several
important values. First, because we
assume that man is free to stccr between lawful and unlawful conduct,
we insist that laws give the person
of ordinary intelligence areasonable
opportunity to know what is prohibited, so that bemay act accordingly.
Vaguelaws may trap theinnocent by
not providing fair warning. Sccond,
if arbitrary and discriminatory cnforcement is to be prevented, laws
must provide explicit standards for
those who apply them. A vague law
impermissibly delegates basic policy
matters to policemen, judges, andjuries for resolution on an ad hoc and
subjective basis, with the attendant
dangers of arbitrary and discriminatory application. Third, but related,
where a vague statute abut[sl upon
sensitive areas or basic FirstAmendment freedoms. "it"operatcs to inhibit the exercise of [those] freedoms.
Grayned v. City of Rocword, 408 U.S.
104, 33 L.Ed.2d 222, 228, 92 S.Ct. 2294
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(1972). See also United States v. CardiE
344 US. 174,73 S.Ct. 189, 97 L.Ed 200
(1952); Connally v. General Construction
Co., 269 U S . 385,46 S.Ct. 126,70L.Ed.
322 (1926). See also State v. Zichko, 923
P.2d 259 (Idaho 1996)(unsucessful challenge of the term "resides" as unconstitutionally vague).

A Contract Argument
Aplea bargain is a contract between the
defendant and thc Stale. See, e.g., Williams
v. State, 938 S.W.2d 456, 460 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1997)rplea bargains are contractual in nature"); Ex parte Sims, 868
S.W.2d 803 (Tex. Crim.App. 1993);
Gibson v. Stare, 803 S.W.2d 316,318
(Tex.Crim.App. 1991). ArticleI, $10 of the
United States Constitution provides: "No
Statc shall ... pass any ... Law impairing
the Obligation of Contracts." This provision includes contracts where the State is
a party. See, e.g., United States Trust Co.
v. New Jersey, 431 U S . 1,97 S.Ct. 1505,
52 L.Ed.2d 92 (1977). In o r d i n v plea bargains, a defendant agrees to plead guilty
and waive certain constitutional rights in
exchange forthe State's promise to release
him from his obligation upon the discharge
of his state supervision. Senate Bill 875
passed by the 75* Legislature relieves the
State from its obligation to release the probationer or parolee from the registration
requirements at the promised expiration
date. Thus, Senate Bill 875, if applied to
those who entered their -guilty
. .leas before its enactment, more than impairs the
State's contract with parolees and probationers, it repeals the agreement completely in the State's own favor, thereby
violating the federal constitution's prohibition to the contrary.

A Different "Notice" Argument:
the State as Liar
Section 6.01(c) of the Texas Penal Code
provides:
A person who omits to perform an
act does not commit an offense unless alaw as defined by Section 1.07
provides that the omission is an offense or otherwise provides that he
has a duty to perform the act.
"Law" means, among other things, a
"statute of this state." TEX. PENAL
CODE, $1.07(30) (West 1997). The statutes for pre-I995 offenders were those that
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created their duty to register. Those laws
provide that the omission is an offense until
the offender discharges his probation or
parole. There is nu vagueness in the assurances in these laws. Those who were told
by the Legislature that their duty to report
would end at the time clarified in its statutes surely are entitled to rely upon those
representations.
Should a court decide that the issue is
not addressed by the expostfacto or retroactivity prohibitions, then perhaps the same
constitutional guarantees of fundamental
fairness can address whether or not a leg-

islature can unilaterally take back its own
promise andits own statutory limitation on
state government.
Whatever pitfalls exist for sex offenders who decide to risk not reporting, there
is also apitfall for the State as well: involuntary guilty pleas. Courts may decide that
lifetime registration was the sort of consequence a person pleading guilty ought in
fairness to be warned about before entering their guilty plea. The Legislature- in
past sessions, at least - made provisions
to ensure that sex offenders were so
warned. See In the Matter of B.G.M., 929
S'W.2d 604 (Tex.App. - Texarkana
1996)(reviewing other states' views on
whether failure to admonish invalidates
guilty pleas). Contra, State v. Karter; 562
N.W.2d 565 (N.D. 1997)(trial court's failure to admonish about registration "a manifest injustice," parting with majority rule
to the contrary). See also State v. Calhoun,
694 S.2d 909 (La. 1997)(failure to admon-

ish about registration is "factor that undercuts the voluntariness" of guilty plea). But
a better argument against retroactive application of the 1997Act is that probationers and parolees were not merely left in
the dark about the expiration datc for their
registration duties - they were affirmatively given an expiration date quite dilferent from Senate Bill 875's life-timc requirement,
Previous legislatures explicitly limited
reporting requirements to the date that state
supervision ended (except for most post1995 sex offenders). Enforcement of a lifetime registration against those who were
specifically told differently by their own
government puts the state in the role of
misrepresenting the terms of a plea-bargained contract. Were this a business agreement, the State would certainly be sued for
a bait-and-switch scheme: induce prisoners and accused persons to plead guilty in
exchange for certain terms, then rap them
later with life-time registration. Unlike the
unsuccessful claims in other stales, Texas
registrants can argue that they were not
merely ill-informed, but affirmatively misled-a distinguishable and perhaps sli-onger argument.
A claim that the registration law is unconstitntionally unfair in this way may
meet with more success than the almost
universally rejected contention that registrationconstitutes "punishment"for expost
facto or disproportionate punishment purposes. See, e.g., Doe v. Attorney General,
426 Mass. 136, 686 N.E,2d 1007
(1997)(reviewing other state and federal
holdings that registration is not punishment); State v. Pickens, 558 N.W.2d 396
(Iowa 1997)(agreeing with U.S. Supreme
Court view that registration is not punishment; not punitive, thus, no ex post facto
violation); People v Fioretti. 54 Cal.App.
4"' 1209, 63 Cal.Rptr.2d 367 (CaLApp.
1997)(reviewingconclusion of otherjurisdictions that registration laws are rcgulatory, not punitive); Snyder v. State, 912 P.2d
I127 (Wyo. 1996)(registration not punishment, hence not cruel or unusual).

Conclusion
Questions persist about the validity of
the registration law itself, apart from retroactivity issues. Can the governmcntconsistent with constitutional rights-really impose a duty to assist law enforcement, which is the purported purpose of

1%
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registration? If so, can the state impose
such a duty wholly apart (and far beyond)
the date after which the parolee or probationer has paid his debt to society and been
"discharged"? Apart from the validity of
such duties - is the Legislature altering
the very meaning of a successful discharge
from state supervision (probation and parole)? If the government can start imposmg dutles on selected citizens according
to its perceived need for law enforcement
assistance, then wouldn't it be really helpful if criminals and ex-criminals- all of
them - were made to assist the state in
this way? Think of the databases that could
be created and cross-referenced with other
databases-DNA, fingerprints,addresses,
phone numbers, friends, associates, behavior, thought patterns- all of which would
serve the perpetually unsahsfied needs of
law enforcement. Whiie duties are being
imposed on these unpopular classes of offenders, how about a broader "duty to r e
port" for all criminals and ex-criminalsthis would truly reach the ultimate goal:
the Texas Offender Life-time Continuous
Momtoring Program. Of course, such a
program would also need to be federalized.
If this sounds too expensive for implementation, it might be noted that technology is
rapidly malung aBraveNew World affordable while fear of crime makes it attractive, even desireable.
The purported retroactive application of
the 1997 Act's life-time registration requirements to those parolees and probationers whose duty to register was imposed
before its effective date raises serious constitut~onalissues. But beyond the narrower
questions of constitutionality, retroactive
laws undermine the rule of law itselfin a
broader sense. Retroactivity is a chief constraint on legislative power and its removal
makes law itself ever more vulnerable to
that govmnnental branch's greatest vice
-the collective passions, whims, and recurring short-sightedness of the populace.
Retroactivity permits any future legislature
to apply any new law on the date of enactment to whatever class of people is leastfavored as far back in trme as it may wish
-a sweeping power sure to transformever
more law-makers into politically unchallengeahle tyrants and ensure an unending
supply of self-appointed generals in our
endless wars on crime. The state and federal constitutions deny legislators the addictive surge of Instant political gratification which retroactive decrees offer. In the

Texas constitutional scheme, only the judiciary is left to vindicate this broad vrinciple against retroactive legislation.
"[R]etrospective laws ... neither accord
with sound legislation nor with the fundamental principles of the social compact."
2 Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the Unrted States $1398
(Melville M. Bigelow ed., 1994)(1891).
The retroactivity ban prevents our descent
mto a culture of arbitrary rule-making, and
we remove it at our own peril. 6%
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f you've heard those sweet words "not
guilty" afteralong, hard-fought battle
with prosecutors, you know that instant rush of satisfaction from head to toe.
I experienced something close to disbelief
that a jury would render a "trueee verdict
when IrepresentedJosephVmcentDurrett
in his two-year battle with the Harris
County District Attorney's Office on a
charge of capital murder of two women,
his w~fe,Martha Durrett, and her sister,
Lmda Harrison. But if you believein your
client, as I did Durrett, representing him
becomes one of those gut-wrenching, nosleep events that can eat at your soul.
We may say that representmg men and
women accused of committing crimes
against society does not require that we
"bclieve" in their innocence. (How often
have you said to non-lawyers, "We only
deal wlth the facts of each case and defend the rights of all citizens."?) That becomes secondary ifwereally believe in our
clients.
In late Spnng 1995, I received a telephone call from Judge Lon Harper of the
185'hD~strict
Court asking me if I would
represent Mr. Durrett on a charge of capital murder. Of course, I would be pleased
to, I replied to the judge. I had previously
tried three capital cases, two resulting in
life sentences and one hung jury, and I enjoyed the challenge - but, I had no inkling
how all-consummg this casewould become. The &strict attorney assigned to the
case was Craig Goodhart. On my first court
appearance, Mr. Goodhart told me that "a
clump of his (Durrett's) hair had been
s
wife,
found in the hands" of h ~ estranged

Martha, and that the women's hiur was also
found in a bush outside his front door. I
admit that at that moment, I found no reason to disbelieve Mr. Goodhart, and assumed this would he another typical criminal case in Hartis County.
It was not until late summer of 1995,
when I received a telephone call from Dick
Deguerin, that the events of this case hogan to unfold. Here is what happened.
The bodies of Mariha and Linda were
discovered brutally beaten with an unknown "hlunt instrumentmonApn15,1995.
Theu fam~lymembers who amved at the
scene of the gruesome discovery immediately pointed at Joe. Joe was brought down
to the police station for questioning on
April 5, 1995, and released on that same
date. The P m e r family was influential in
Pasadena, and as I later learned, one of the
brothers had gone to highschool with Sgt.
Ron Johnston, who lead the investigation.
I also later learned that the son of the
Mayor of Pasadena was John Ray
Harrison, the district attorney's office investigator.
On April 6. 1995, Sgt Johnston had a
search warrant for samples of Joe's hair,
saliva and blood. Joe was arrested that day,
on the affidavit of Sgt. Johnston, based on
the statements of certain family members
and others. The neighbors told him that Joe
had been following Martha around, and
that the two were in the middle of divorce
negotiations. Sgt Johtlstoualsotook statements from neighbors that he had drwen
his car out of his driveway during the night
preceding the dmovery. Ohv~ously,those
statements are insufficient to hold an indi-

vidual on capital murder charges. Nevertheless, Joe was arrested and the samples
taken. He was released April 7, 1995. As
he walked to the front door of his home in
Houston, be noticed a blue van parked in
front of his house. The driver mononed for
him to come over to the van, and then said
he was with the "Pasadena paper." As Joe
walked towards the van, the driver shot
sevcn times. Five shots h ~Joe
t m the stomach, shoulder and neck, He was left for
dead in front of his homc.
Between April 5 and April 7, the Hams
County Medical Examiner had completed
autopsies of the two women and recovered
Joe's haw in Martha's hands, which was
turned over to the hair analyst, Amy
Harralson, at the ME'S laboratory. 5gt.
Johnston called Ms. Harralson onApril 10,
1995, and told hcr to "put a rush on it."
since they needed some evldeuce to amst
Joe. Ms Harralson turned to her microscope - she took one hair from Joe's
samples and one hair from the "clump"
found in Martha's hands, and declared an
"identical match." Anyone who has dealt
with forenstcs evrdence w~llknow that an
"identical" hair match is imposs~hle,and
not typical words used in hair comparison.
She also misrepresentedto the officer that
she had tested all the hair, when m fact,
we later learned, she failed to test any further after she picked out those two ham
for mmoscopic cornpanson. It is my belief that she was certain that the DNA
analysis would substantiate her sloppy
work. This did not happen.
In July 1995, Dr. Elizabeth Johnson, at
the Med~calExaminer's office had com-
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pleted her frst round of DNA analysis, and lab director who excluded Joe by her reher analysis of the hairs submitted to her sults. She informed me that she had just
laboratory at the Medical Examiner's. Her been subpoenaed by Mr. Goodhart to apanalysis indicated that not only was Joe's pear before a Grand Jury, and to bring with
DNA not on the hair, but that an unknown her information about four of her cases in
third party's DNAwas on two of the hairs. which her results had excluded the susOne would think that at this time Joe would pects, including Joe's case. Dr. Johnson,
be released, or at the very minimum, this again, called Dick Deguerin, who accominformation would have been passed on to panied her to the Grand Jury after having
a conversation with me about my case and
the defense counsel. Not so.
reviewing
my file. I later learned that the
At this point, two Pasadena officers
State
had
hired
two DNA experts to review
showed up at the ME'S office under the
"protocol"
in DNA analysis, Dr. Hal
her
instruction of Mr. Goodhart, and demanded
Deadman
from
the FBI Laboratory in
the release of all evidence. They were planWashington,
D.
C., and Dr. Ranajit
ning to ship the evidence to another laboratory, Cellmark, in Germantown, Maryland, for further testing. They were shopping for different DNA results. Dr.
Johnson, in her own words,"smelled arat."
By that time, she had learned about the
incomplete and unprofessional hair comparison, and suspected a frame-up. She
called her friend and attorney, Dick
DeGuerin, and told him about the series
of events at her office and asked him for
advice. At that point, I received the call
from Mr. DeGuerin, who told me only that
I should start looking into what was going
on with the evidence. I placed calls to various people at the lab and finally got to Dr.
Johnson, who told me what had happened.
This occurred in the middle of September
1995.
I filed all the usual motions demanding
that the court set a bond, and did my share
of squawking about the DNA results from
the Houston lab. Finally, Judge Harper set
a $40,000 hond, which Joe's family decided not to make because they were fearful that he - or other family members would be shot again by some unknown assailant. It was only after the Cellmark results were returned to the District Attor- Chakraborty, who worked in the medical
ney that Judge Harper released Joe on a center in Houston. Dr. Johnson was the
personal hond in the amount of $25.00. It only one who actually testified in front of
was so remarkable that an individual the Grand Jury. Dr. Deadman and Dr.
charged with capital murder would have a Chakraborty reviewed her files, and Dr.
bond in this amount that an employee in Deadman later wrote a report. I only
the Sheriff's Department called the court- learned of this written report during one
room to verify the amount, - perhaps of the many discovery hearings during the
someone had left off a few zeroes. One Second pre-trial process of Joe's Indictment
week later, on December 13, 1995, the #2. After the Grand Jury hearing, Mr.
capital murder charge against Joe Durrett DeGuerin received a letter from Mr. Don
was dismissed by the State.
Stricklin, Johnny Holmes' first assistant,
Ordinarily, any reasonable criminal de- in which he stated that the investigation
fense attorney would pat herself on the against Dr. Johnson was being dropped;
back, and move along. But less than two that the "experts" who reviewed her work
months later, I received a telephone call could find nothing wrong with her protofiomDr. Elizabeth Johnson, the same DNA col, except that she had used 34 cycles in

hair
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her analyses instead of the recommended
32 cycles. Dr. Johnson provided to Mr.
DeGuerin two published articles (one from
the FBI) discussing the use of more than
32 cycles and concluding that there was
nothing improper about using 34 or more
cycles in the DQ Alpha testing procedure.
i n a letter back to Mr.
Mr. ~ e ~ u e r wrote
Stricklin, enclosing these two articles, and
concluded his letter with the statement,
"perhaps your experts were not as expert
as you thought they were."
With that bit of excitement over, again I
assumed that all was quiet. Not so. In early
December 1996, around 8:00 p.m., I received a call at home from one of the attorneys in my office stating that I had received a fax at 5:00 p.m. from Chuck
Rosenthal, another Hanis County Assistant DA, wherein he informed me that he
had issued subpoenas for Joe's two brothers to appear at the Grand Jury the following morning at 9:00 a.m. to testify about
the murders of Linda Harrison and Martha
Durrett. I believe Mr. Rosenthal was surprised when I showed up at 9:00 a.m. with
the Durrett brothers - their appearance
was reset for another day, because, naturally, I requested time to prepare for their
appearance, as well as present written material and the testimony of Dr. Johnson
about the DNAresults. About two weeks
laterthey were subpoenaed again. Each appeared with an attorney, and each brother
testified, as well as Dr. Johnson. Joe Dumtt
was reindicted for the murders of Linda
and Martha.
Between the time of the dismissal and
re-indictment one year later, I had become
aware there was a lot of political maneuvering going on at the ME'S office. Dr.
Johnson was virtually ostracized as a result, she believed, of a statement made by
Mr. Rosenthal to her superior that she was
"not a team player." Further, Dr. Johnson
had made an attempt to review Amy
Harralson's hair analysis, hut could find
no file in the entireMElaboratories on Joe
Durrett. Ms. Hmalson later testified in trial
that Craig Goodhart had instructed her to
take her notes home so (bat no one else
would have access to them. Dr. Johnson
complained to her superiors, and Ms.
Hmalson was instructed to return her files
and notes to the laboratory immediately.
In December 1996, before Christmas,
Dr. Johnson was fired from the Medical
Examiner's office. Thc reason stated was
that she "worked too many hours." That

,
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statement does not need any expounding
on my part.
Once Joe's second indictment was returned, I was back on the case again. Of
course once a case is dismissed, you no
longer get paid. In fact all the activity that
had been going on during the previous year
waspm bono. I was relieved when Robert Morrow was appointed co-counsel because I knew that I could rely on him. I
have never professed to be an appellate
lawyer, and had no desire to begin with
this case.
Remember that at the time of the second indictment, the file was still closed to
me; meaning that I had no current access
to the offense report at all; I had also never
seen the actual report (or, as it turned out
"reports") from Cellmark or any other expert reports the State possessed. I had obtained parts of the Medical Examiner's
records through an Open Records request
with the help of Tom Moran, another attorney in my office.
One of the most important steps an attorney can take in defending acapital murder case is to put together the best team
possiblc I did that. I hired an investigator,
Carl Kent, an ex-HPD homicide officer;
Cynthia Pattenon to work up the punishment part of the trial, hoping I wouldnever
need any of her work; Dr. Ann Wheeler, a
psychologist, to give Joe a battery of tests;
and, of course, Dr. Elizabeth Johnson, who
by that time was employed by Technical
Associates, Inc., a private laboratory in
Altadena, Cal~fornia.Credit also must be
given to Mike Charlton and Stanley
Schneider for the many hours of their time
given freely in this case. They believed as
strongly as we did that the State was attempting to railroad this man to a death
penalty conv~ctionand worked tirelessly
along with Robert Morrow and me to
present our case.
Mr. Kent, the investigator, had a lot of
work to do. We had no idea what new evidence, rf any, the State had discovered
since the 1995 dismissal date. He located
and interviewedeach person whose name
appeared anywhere -from the local tele
vision news reports of the initial murdento friends, neighbors, business associates.
We learned the medlcal, personal and business backgrounds of the two women, including some informahon about the unusual relahonship between the sisters and
one of their brothers. That gave us a motive. The most intriguing piece of infor-

mation came from an 11-year old boy, who
Carl discovered bad been outside the crime
scene home during the late hours of April
4,1995, the night prior to the discovery of
the bodies. This young boy saw a "man
with dark brown or black hair" leave
through the front door of the house in a
hurry and get into the passenger side of a
jet-black Ford pickup parked backwards
in the driveway of the house. Joe's hair is
light brown and not cut in a style identiFied by this boy. The brothar's hair was
"dark brown or b l a ~ kWe
.~~
believed we bad
Found the killer. We hypothesized that the
killer returned to the scene of the crime to
break a window to makeit appear-thatthere

had been a burglary, or to rearrange theappearance of evidence inside the home, or
even to pick up the murder weapon, smce
no weapon had ever been located. This hypothesis was supported by the fact that after carefully reviewing the photographs
and other evidence at the Pasadena Police
Department, it was apparent that the glass
&om the broken window had fallen on top
of blood on the floor of the lutcben. Regardless of the exact timing, the broken
glass had occurred after the blood dropped
to the floor. Also, the window had been
broken from the inside out.
Unfortunately, no case 1s perfect. There
are always facts in a case that appear to be
so bad for your client, you wonder how to

defend against them. This case was no drfferent. The evidence agamst Joe Durrett
was circumstanhal, but defendants are routinely convicted on circumstantial evldence. The State knew that Joe and Martha
were in the middle of a divorce. From their
perspective, they beheved that Joe had
been followmg Marthaand harassing her.
They also knew from Joe's statement and
other statements taken from his f m l y that
Joe had gone lo his wife's home around
1:30 a m on April 4, 1995, saw ahght on,
knocked on the door, but noone answered.
He walked to the front window, which was
the bedroom, peered inside through minl
blinds, and saw the women obviously dead
on the floor of the bedroom. He knew he
would be the first person the police would
look to; he was terrified and went to his
mother's home in Pearland. He told his
mother that "Martha and Linda are dead,"
and "I did not do it." No one called 91 1 or
thepohce. That type of circumstanhal evidence is difficult, particularly since the
crime scene officers testified that they had
looked through the wmdow from the outside and stated that it was impossible to
seeanything ins~de.
To substantlateths testnnony, the State presented for vrewing the
crime scene video. There was no defense
objection, since we bad already v~ewedthe
video pre-tnal, and noted that the window
in question could be distinctly seen with
sun shining through it. It appeared to us
that it was posslble to see through the window covering.
Jury selechon began on Apnl21,1997,
with Chuck Rosenthal and Ira Jones prosecuting and Judge Jon Hughes presiding.
In this case, however, instead of focusmg
on the punishment issues, we focused on
the gult phase. Robert and I had decided
that we wanted a highly mtelligent, strong
jury to evaluate the scientific ev~dence,but
also a jury who could state that they would
be abler0 lind a person not guilty if the
evidence failed to support the burden of
"beyond a reasonable doubt". That may
sound trite to defense lawyers - how
many umes have you asked a potential juror if he could stand up to the State and
declare to the prosecutor that the evrdence
does not meet the burden of proof? But
what else could we do? The 12jurors and
one alternate selected werc professional
men and women wlth college degrees and
about four with Masters degrees. One
woman had even previously served as a
juror in amurder trial We took hcr, under
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the theory that she would he familiar with
the burden of "beyond areasonabledoubt."
They were perfectfor our plan. We picked
a cap~taljnry in eight days of jury selection.
The trial began May 5, 1997, with the
State callmg the deceased's family members, all testifymg how Joe would "st&"
his wife, interfere with her male friends,
(even assaulting one), pulling telephone
wires out at her home, and generally hemg obnoxious. Ourcross examination tried
to restate the State's version of theu relationslnp; that Joe and Martha had a hard
m e "separating"from each other after 15
years of marriage; that they loved each
other and did no more quarreling than
other married couples.
Even more disturbing was the massive
effort by the State to shape the evldence
presented to the jury. In direct examination, the hlood analyst from the Medical
Examiner's office testified how she
sprayed luminol all over Joe's house and
got a hlood "glow," leaving a "trail of
hlood." Only after cross examination, did
she admit to thejnry that c o n h a t o r y testing indicated that most of the "presumptlve bloos' was not blood at all, and that
the specks of blood found at Joe's house
were only droplets and, most importantly,
it was Joe's hlood - not either of the victims. Further, she stated that none of Joe's
blood was found at the crime scene, meanmg there was no hlood evidence connecting our client to the crime. She testified
that luminol glowed on the bottom of not
one, hut two paus of his tennis shoes, the
Inside of his huck, and on the toe of one of
Joe's socks. Confirmatory tests, when they
were done at all, excluded the victims'
blood, or confirmed that it was not blood.
Again, no connection to the scene. This
was only one attempt by the State at "evidence shaping" and presenting "pseudo
science" as reliable and believable scientific facts.
The next witness was Amy Harralson,
the hair analyst from the ME'S office. She
testified that she bad examined "all the
haii from the hand of Martha and found
one identical match with the defendant. On
cross, she admitted that she failed to examine all the hair, even though the affidavit supporting the arrest and search warrant contained a statement by Sgt. Johnston
that be had information from her that she
had examined the "hairs" in the hand of
Martha. Her sparse, hand-written report of
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her "testing"contained gross misrepresen- no mention of the interview with Sgt.
tations as to her procedures, but she stead- Johnston in the jail appeared in Sgt.
fastly defended her use of the term "iden- Johnston's offense report or any supplements, nor was this interview ever dlvulged
tical".
The usual witnesses were paraded in to me.
The Defense presented friends of the
front of the jury even the dreaded surprise "jailhouse snitch". On cross exami- victims who wme gomg to testify to statenation, it was learned that this "snitch" had ments made by the women with regard to
been charged with his third Motion to Re- the bizarre relationship with one of their
voke lns theft probation out of the 185" brothers as well as to the possib~lityof
(same court as this case), where Craig blackmail by abrother, gglvmg the p r y anGoodhartwas the chief prosecutor (the first other possible suspect as well as amotive.
DA on this case who had faiIed to inform The statements were bemg introduced as
the Defense of the existence of the a Statement Against Social Interest hearexculpataory hair evidence), that he had say excepti0n.A heanng was held outside
the presence of the jury, and thejudge denied my request to present this testlmony.
We believe that was error. Mr. Rosentbal
had sent me a fax stating that he had heard
the "rumors," and had questioned the
brother, who had initially denled such an
allegation. He went on to state, however,
that the brother bad contacted him over the
weebend in the middle of trial, and admitted to him that he had oral sex with
Martha Durren only once; that his family
now knew about thrs and that he had "lost
everything." Tins brother never appeared
atthe trial, and after sending thecourt process server to his home and business to
serve him with our Instanter subpoena
(even though the State had issued a subpoena for hun, he had not been personally
served), the process server was allowed to
testify in front of the jury w~thregard to
his attempts at locating him. The rumor
was that he had left his home and gone to
Mexico. I could not confirm that. Regardless, at Uus point, I had enough infonnation in front of the jury to at least rase the
possibility that there may he a potential
suspect who had fled the junsdictlon.
The above incident, coupled with the
testlmony of the young boy who testified
about the dark haired individual he saw
been in the same cell with Joe Dnrrett in leaving the scene of the murders the mght
the summer of 1995, and that Joe had told prior to their discovery, left the jury with
him about the murders, how blood from the solid impression that the State was atMartha "could have been" in his home, tempting to withhold Important informaand that he did not appear "emotional" tion from them.
Dr. Elizabeth Johnson, formerly of the
when speaking of the death of his wife and
that he had been interviewed by Sgt. Ron Hams County Medical Exminer's Office,
Johnston of the Pasadena Police Depart- testified for the defenseregarding the quesment during the summer of 1995. But one tionable hair analys~s,the blood analysis
problem with his testimony was the fact -both from the crime scene and at my
that he was employed bythe family of the client's home -as well as her own DNA
victlms. Apparently, the jury was able to analysis. I had planned to have her testify
see through this thinly-veiled attempt to about the Cellmark results, due to a diffishore up their case with this plant Further, culty in getting a CelImarkexpert to Hons-
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ton. Prior to the beginning of trial, I had
issued a subpoena for all of the reports initiated by Cellmark regarding evidencepresented to them for analysis by the State, as
well as all their bench notes. That was finally supplied to me by Cellmark, but only
after much haggling with the Court. Mr.
Rosenthal had W e n a letter to Cellmark
instructing them not to produce anything
in response to the defense subpoena, because of the "rules of discovery in Texas"
possibly prohibiting such production. I
considered that letter to Cellmark to be
incredible. It only went to substantiate my
posihon that the State was doing everything it possibly could to withhold any
evidence that was exculpatory to my client Nevertheless, Dr. Johnson had been
able to review the three Cellmark reports
and their bench notes and was ready to testify regarding their procedures andresults.
The judge disallowed my request that she
do so, but ordered that she would be allowed to testify to the Cellmark reports if
the State produced a Cellmark expert in
Houston to testify. They concurred.
Dr. Johnson was w i l y able to withstand
cross examination by Mr. Ira Jones. Mr.
Jones' position was that because she had run
34 cycles in her DQ Alpha testing, instead
of the recommended 32 cycles, that her results were"skewed" andunreliable. He was
grossly unsuccessful.
I initially had planned to let Joe testify
in his behalf. I had always believed that in
Harris County, "'no talk meant no walk"
Fortunately, I was persuaded by Robert
Morrow, Mike Charlton and Stanley
Schneider that my naive belief wasjust that
-naive - and the better and safer course
was to rest without the defendant's testimony. They were right.
The Rebuttal by the State consisted of
the Cellmark expert and Dr. Ranajit
Chakraborty to discredit Dr. Johnson's protocol of using more than 32 cycles. Dr.
Johnson returned to the stand to then rebut
Cellmark's expert, who was only amolecular biologist, notaPh.D, as is Dr. Johnson.
She had carefully reviewed the Cellmark
test results and bench notes, extrapolated
each step, and showed thejury thatnot only
did Cellmark conduct aDQAlpba test, but
they also conducted a Polymarker test,
which she did not do, and both tests substantiated her results. She showed the jury
that with these two tests, there would be
some evidence at any one of six stages of
testing to determine whether there had been

a mixture of blood or any other contaminant which would render the results inaccurate. She was brilliant. She is a credit to
her prafession, especially in light of the
well-deserved criticism of Dr. Zain's work
in Bexar County, Texas and WestVirginia,
and the methodology of the FBI Crime
Laboratory itself.
In final mgument,I stated to the jury that
the prosecutors had treated them like idiots.
They had attempted to assert pseudo science as truth, and to discredit the only real
scientific evidence. If the Defense had not
been so relentless in investigation of this
case, or in the presentation of reliable evidence, the jury would have only heard
half-truths and inaccurateinformation presented by the State underthe cloak of "science."
After five hours deliberation, the resounding "not guilty" verdict was music
to all of us who worked so tnelessly on
this case.
What is so disturbing to those of us who
worked on this case -and what has such
global implications for other attorneyswere the gross efforts by the State at evidence shaping and the introduction of
pseudo scienceas reliable. How often does
this happen? How often does the defense
attorney just "accept" the State's experts
as truthful? Without diligent efforts by all
those involved in this case, the jury would
have been told a story that simply was not
true. The State prosecutors shaped evidence by the testimony of their SQ-called
"experts." Fortunately as a result of the
defense experts in this case, we were able
to effectively cross examine them to get
the truth to the july. It is at least equally
disturbing to think that this case is the only
"not guilty" verdictin Harris County since
at least 1974. How many other capital cases
have resulted in a guilty verdict based on
this type of evidence shaping by the State3
What should a defense attorney do to
thwart such manipulation of evidence? Always get acopy of the medical examiner's
report of blood, hair and DNA analysis, or
hire your own expert to examine every
.piece of physical evidence. This is not the
first time -at least in Texas -where this
has occurred. Amy Harralson was the expert who testified in the fist Aldape Guerra
capi@l murder trial 15 years ago. At that
time, Ms. Harralson worked for the Houston Police Depattment laboratory and testified regarding her trace metal analysis.
The defense attorney for Mr. Guema be-

lieved that she shaped her results at that
time to fit the prosecutor's version -and
it led to the conviction of Aldape Guerra.
He spent 15 years on death row before
being released.
Perhaps the fundamental question is
"Who does the MedicalExaminer's office
employee think he works for?" Does he
or she believe he has any duty to the truth,
or does he owe some loyalty to the state?
Think about Dr. Zain in Bexar County. Dr.
Zain falsified results of tests, failed to test
at all in some instances, wrote damaging
reports, and in general, did whatever he
felt he needed to do in order to shape his
results to fit the expectations of prosecutors and law enforcement agencies. The
Durrett case exemplied the State's efforts
at evidence shaping as well. Fortunately,
the jury was not convinced, and the system worked-this time. How many other
times has it failed? Whether your client 1s
innocent, or guilty, what we are protecting is the fair and unbiased handling of
evidence- for everybody.

...The final chapter in this case came in
February 1998. In 1997. Dr. Elizabeth
Johnson filed a "whistle blower" lawsuit
against Harris County, both the Medical
Examiner's Office and the District Attorneys Office, and certain individuals. The
case was tried in early February 1998. I
finally had the opportunity to state on the
record that in my opinion, Amy Harralson
and Craig Goodhart had violated Texas
Penal Code 37.09 and 37.10. The result?
The jury found the Medical Examiner's
Office liable and awarded her $330,000,
plus attorney's fees. 6h

Katherme Scardino 1s
a University of Houston
gradutate, admitted to
practice law m 1984.
She practices cnminal
and famlly law in
Houston. She is a
member of TCDLA
and the Harris County Criminal Defense
LawyemAssociation.
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Supreme Court
BROGAN V. tINITED STATES, no. 96-1579, handed down
on 11/26/98.

.

This opinion is 71 pages long, ahd offers a good overview of
5th Amendment law, as well as an analysis of why the right to

counsel issue, if found meritorious, is not harmless. It also proThe defendant an~weredno when asked by federal agent6 vides guidance as to whatconstitutRgpmcedufaldefault, and what
whether he had acCepted gifts. He wa9 indicted on bribery charges constitutes an adequate state review:
and making a false statement wifhin the jurisdiction Bf a fa
If a state court clearly and expressly bases its disagency, 18 U.S.C. lO@l. The Court rejected the so called " e x d missal of a prisoner%claim on a stlteptocdural rule,
patory no" doctrine, accepted by many courts of appeals. Sec.
and thatprocedural rule providesan independent and
1001 covers any false statement, by it8 very terms. The statute
adequate ground for the dismissal, the prisoner ha8
does not crhninaIize only those statement6 that pernett criminal
procedurally defaulted his federal habeas claim."
justice; further, mere denial would serve that function. The Fifth
Noblesv.Johnson, 127E3d409, No. 97-50093,1997
Amendment & not violated becauseit does not Gonfet arightto lie,
WL 668254, at *8 (5th Cir. 00%28, 1997) (citing
C o b m v. Thompson, 501 US.722,731-32 (1991)).
Apmcedural default also occurs when aprisonerfails
to exhauststate remedies and "the court to which the
petitioner would be required to present hs claims in
order to meet theexhaustionrequirementwould now
find the claim pmcedurally barred." C o b m , 501
ALVIN URIAL GOODWIN. I l l V. GARY JOHNSON, 95U.S. at 735 n.1. However, "if the decision of the last
20134 Hahas Corpus Petition &om the Southern District of
state court to which the petitioner presented his fedTexas pkmtgomery County)
eral claims fairly appeared to rest primarily on resolution of those cl&, or to be interwoven d t h those
Offense: Capital Murder
,
claims, and did not clearIy and expressly rely on an
Sentence: Death
independent and adequate state ground, a federal
CCAdisposition: affirmed, Goodwinv.W e , 799 $.w..2d719
court may address the petition." Id at 735.
(Text Crim. App. 1990) certdenied, 5501 US.
1259 (1991)
The state trial courtand the CCA's orders summariIy concJudDistrict Court: relief denied
idg that no relief was wmnted were not sufficient to show why
5th Circuit: remanded for evidentiary hearing
these claims had been rejected, eqp, Goodwin was entltled to a
Panel: King, S d y & DeMoss
hearing on this claim only.
Opinion by: King

Fifth Circuit
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January 7,1998

STATE v. RANDY CHRISTIAN TAFT, No. 1467-96
State's PDR from Nueces County
Offense: Aggravated sexual assault
Sentence: none (mistrial)
COA disposition: Reversed & remanded 92611613
CCAdisposition: Vacated, &State's appeal ordered dismissed
for lack of jurisdiction
Opinion by: Per Curiam

'

Appellee's trial ended in a mistrial after a hung jury, and prior
to the re-trial, the trial court granted his motion to suppress oral
statements because they were more prejudicial than probative.
The State appealed, arguing the suppression was error. Reversing, the Corpus COA held theevidence was improperly excluded
under Tex.R.Crim.Evid. 403 because the trial court did so before
evaluating all factors in context, for or against admissibility. The
State filed a PDR, which was granted to determine whether the
State was allowed to appeal the trial court's order excluding evidence under Tex.Code Crim.Proc., Art. 44,01(a)(5).
The CCA has no trouble holding that the State could not appeal the trial court's order suppressing the evidence in this cause.
The CCA already decided State v. Robertr, 940 S.W.2d 655
(Tex.Crim.App. 1996), which held that the State may not appeal
a trial court's order excluding evidence for reasons other than
that the evidence was illegally excluded. The trial court suppressed
the evidence (Appellee's statements made during a polygraph
exam) under Rule 403, not because it was illegally obtained.
Because the trial court's order was not appealable, the COAhad
no jurisdiction to entertain the State's appeal, and accordingly,
the State's appeal was ordered dismissed for want ofjurisdiction.

IGNACIO HERNANDEZ v. STATE, No. 1214-97
Appellant's PDR from Travis County
Offense: Capital murder
Sentence: Life
COA disposition: Affinned 9521159
CCA disposition: Reversed & remanded
Opinion by: Per Curiam
McCormick, Mansfield & Keller dissent w/o opinion
In this non-death penalty capital case, Appellant argued on
appeal (1) his oral and written confessions w$re involuntary, and
(2) requested that the issue be appealed under a de novo standard, but the COA used the abuse-of-discretion standard. After
this PDR was filed, the CCA handed down its Guzman decision,
which adopts de novo as the proper appellate standard for reviewing mixed questions of law and fact. Because the COA did
not have the benefit of Guzman when it issued the opinion, ground
two is summarily granted and remanded in light of that case.
Appellant's first ground is dismissed wlo prejudice.

JAMES MUSGROVE v. STATE, No. 793-95
Appellant's PDR from Bexar County
Offense: Burglary of a habitation
Sentence: 45 yrs + $10,000 fine
COA disposition: Affirmed (unpublished opinion)
CCA disposition: Reversed & remanded
Opinion by: Meyers
Concurring opinion by: Overstreet
McCormick, Mansfield, Keller & Womack dissent wlo opinion
Appellant filed a motion for new trial alleging jury misconduct, and the trial court denied without a hearing. On appeal appellant argued the trial court erred by failing to hold a hearing on
his motion, but the COA disagreed, holding that the record did
not reflect themotion had been "presented" to the trial court within
10 days of its filing, as required by Tex.R.App.Pro. 31 (c)(l).
The PDR was granted to determine what is meant by "prescntment."
The CCA adopts the reasoning of the Corpus COA in Mam'nez,
84611345, which defined ''presentment" as "to offer for consideration,"a definition from Webster's Dictionary Because thc uial
court's ruling was proof that it was offered the motion and had
considered its merits, its action was therefore sufficient proof of
"presentment."
[ E D ~ T ~N
ROTE
' s : See also David Carranza v. State. No. 81096, January 21,1998 (Appellant's PDR from Bexar Co.) for definition of "presentment."]

BRIAN EDWARD DAVIS v. STATE, No. 71,513
Direct Appeal from Hanis County
Offense: Capital Murder
Sentence: Death
Disposition: Affirmed
Opinion by: Keller
Concuning opinion by: Baird, joined by Overstreet andMeyers
Concurring opinion by: Womack
Appellant argued the trial court should have allowed him to
admit his former testimony from a pretrial suppression hearing.
He argued under Tex.R.Crim.Evid. 804 that it should have been
admissible because his testimony involved a material issue, both
sides had an opportunity to cross-examine, and he was unavailable at trial because he had invoked his 5th Amendment privilege. In denying this request the trial court said "If that rule applies to a defendant, the appellate Court is going to have to say so."
Rule 804(a) states that a declarant is not unavailable to testify
"if his exemption, refusal, claim of lack of memory, inability, or
absence is due to the procurement or wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for the purpose of preventing thc witness
from attending or testifying." The CCA holds that because appellant invoked his privilege not to testify, he procured Rule 804's
exemption for the purpose of preventing himself from testifying
as a witness. Because he was the proponent of his own testimony,
under the plain language of the rule, appellant was not unavailable.

CECIL DON VINYARD v. STATE, No. 446-96
State's (SPA) PDR from Scurry County
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Offense: possession of child pornography
Sentence: 10 yrs + $10,000 fine
COA disposition: reversed & indictment ordered dismissed
CCA disposition: reversed &remanded 91311731
Opinion by: McCormick
Concurring opinion by: Meyers, joined by Baird & Price
Overstreet dissents w/o opinion

which was recently overruled in Hudson u. VnitedStates, US. ,
(Dec. 10, 1997), the COA's analysis was faulty. The CCA answers a question it says was left open in Stennett w. State, 941
S.W.2d 914 (Text Crim. App. 1996) (whichhd notrely on Halpel;
but on Kurth Ranch): at what point is a person "punished" by the
tax so as to prevent the State from "attempting a second time to
punish criminally" in contravention of the Double Jeopardy
Clause's prohibition against multiple criminal punishments?
After analyzing theTexas drug tax statutes and surveyingfederal case law, the CCA decides that the statutory imposition of
the assessment does not constitute punishment or cause jeopardy
to attach. Neither does the existence of a tax lien by the compholler.

Appellant had already been prosecuted for possession of avideotape with a "film rmage" visually depicting a child engaging in
sexual conduct when he was convicted in a successive prosecution of the instant offense, possession of a photograph with a
"film image." The trial court stacked this sentence on top of the
fmt one. The Eastland COA reversed, holding the second prosecuhon violqted double jeopardy. This State Prosecuting
Attorney's and DA's PDRs were granted to determine "whethe~
EX PARTE BENITO VASOUEZ DIAZ, No. 72,276
(Drug tax case) Post- conviction Habeas Corpus Application
separate convictions for possession of a videotape and possession of a photograph . . . resulting from a single incident of pos- from Coleman County
session" violated Appellant's jeopardy protections.
Offense: POCS
The CCAf=st holds the COAmisapplied Blockburger by foSentence: 15 yrs + $5,000 fine
cusing solely on the statutory element of "film image." The first
Disposition:Relief denied
prosecuhon required proof that Appellant possessed a "videotape," while the second involved possession of a "photograph."
It then decides that, by enactingTex.Penal Code 5 43.26, the child
EX PARTE JASON WALLACE CHAPPELL, No. 72,763
pornography statute, "the legislature intended to make posses(Drng tax case) Post- conviction Habeas Corpus Applicatmn
sion of each item of child pornography an 'allowable unit of prosecution."' In do doing, the CCArejects contrary federal authority from Chambers County
citedby Appellant, and distinguishes on its facts the 1986 Crosby,
Offense: Agg, delivery of cocaine &failure to pay drug tax
70311683 opinion. It also "dechnes to follow" its prior Rathmell,
Sentence: 18 yrs imprisonment; 10 yrs (probated)
7171133 and lgelharr, 83711122 opinions (which oddly, it cited
Disposition: relief denied
and d~scnssedas supportive of its "allowable units of prosecution" analysis). The judgmentisreversed,and thecase is remanded
RICKY NOLEN MCGUINN v. STATE, No. 72,134
to the COA so that Appellant's remaining arguments may be adDirect Appeal from Brown County
dressed.
Offense: Capital Murder
Sentence: Death
January 21,1998
Disposition: A f f i e d
Opinion by: Keller
EX PARTE CURTIS RAY WARD, Nos. 420-96 & 421-96
Concurring opinion by: McCormick
State's PDR from Chambers County
Concurring and dissenting opinions by: Baird and Ovemeet
Offense: Posslm~juana502001bs;
Concurring opinion by: Mansfield, joined by Womack
posdmarijuana wlo paying tax
Sentence: pretrial habeas
COA disposition: relief granted
Appellant was convicted of killing a 12-yr-old girl. The major
CCA disposition: reversed
issue in this appeal is whether the CCA will conduct a factual
Opinion by: Holland
sufficiency review of the future dangerousness special issue The
CCA holds that only a legal sufficiency review is appropriate:
Womack concurs wlo opinion
Dissent by: Meyers, joined by Baird and Overstreet
A Jackron renew of the issue is feasible because that
standard views evidence in the light that supports the
Prior to being indicted, appellant was assessed a tax on the
jury's verdict, and asks only whether circumstances
dope and made a $250 payment, then filed a plea in bar and a
are present that a ratmnal person somewhere could
pretrial writ which were denied. This PDR was granted to deterfind prove a probabihty of future dangerousness bemine: (1)whether jeopardy attaches when the Texas tax on conyond a reasonable doubt. A Clewis review, on the
trolled substances is assessed but no judicial action has been taken
other hand, would necessarily assign some circumto enforce the tax assessment; and (2) whether possession of
stances aggravating impact and other circumstances
marijuana and the tax on controlled substances are the same ofmitigating impact. Thus, a factual sufficiency review
fense for double jeopardy purposes.
would require this Court to make its own determination of whether a circumstance carried mitigating,
The CCA decides that since the COKs opinion relied on U.S
aggravating, or no weight, the result being that we
v. Halpec 490 U.S. 435,109 S.Ct 1892,104L. Ed. 2d487 (1989),
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would substitute our own determination of whether
evidence is mitigating or aggravating for that of the jury.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Strangely, KeUer's opinion ignores Tuttle, No.
72,387, handed down last November, which held a future dangerousness sufficiency review necessarily includes features of
factual sufficiency, and is therefore, a sort of "hybrid" review.
Even Judge Overstreet, who authored Tuttle, makes no mention
of it in his concumng and dissenting opinion. Is Tuttle overruled
sub silentio?]

to neutralize the taint" of a violation of constitutional nghts. The
CCA remanded to the El Paso court to decide that issue.
Gomez v. State, No. 1244-95
Majority opinion by Presiding Judge McCormick.
Judge Baird dissented.
Judges Overstreet and Meyers dissented without opinion.

The CCA granted Appellant's PDR - in 1995 - to decide
whether an appellant can complam about missing exhibits on appeal when he did not specify the exhibits (29) to the clerk.
Appellant's attorney timely requested the court reporter (but not
the clerk) to include the exhibits for the appeal, and when they
Mendoza v. State, 10-97-007-CR, 12/3/97, Ward Casey.
were not m the record, asked the appellate court to order the court
reporter to supplement the record with the missing exhibm, which
Prosecutor asked Appellant whether he had ever called the the appellate court did. The court reporter then filed an affidavit
complainant to apologize. That, according to court, constituted a stating that all trial exhibits had been inadvertently destroyed.
comment on the weight of the evidence.
The Fourteenth Court of Appeals nevertheless affirmed by holdCourt finds ineffective assistance of counsel where counsel mg that Appellant failed to preserve the ermr of the lost exlnbm
faded to adequately Investigate the State's case before the bond because he only designated the exhibits with the court reporter hearing. Counsel thought the state's case was stronger than it and not the clerk.
was and, thus, allowed his client to take the stand to testify at a
Analyzing the issue solely under the previous appellate rules,
bond hearing. The State was allowed to cross-examine him and the CCA decided that "or~ginalexhibits are not part of the state
elicit facts about the offense and his role in the crime, facts they ment of facts hut are part of the transcript, if so designated by the
did not have before the hearing. The cross provided virtually aU trial or appellate court.... Copies of exhibits and summary deof the evidence used to convict the defendant. Court also holds scriptions of physical exhibits are part of the statement of facts."
thatresulting eonfession may not beusedin the retrial. IMPLICIT The majority opinion says "it is easy to realize that what 1s part
IN THIS HOLDING IS THE ISSUE T H A T m DEFENDANT of the court reporter's notes and records is the copies of the exMAY BE SO CROSS-EXAMDrlED AT A BOND HEARING. hibits and not the exhlbits themselves." Thus, the appellate court's
THE ISSUE IS BEFORE THE CCA ON A CASE FROM THE conclusion was correct, as the majonty concluded. Melendez v.
TYLER COURT OF APPEALS.
State, 936 S.W.2d 287 (Tex.Crim.App. 19961, whlch would have
controlled the disposition of this case wab "upon funhcr anal) J.uzano v. State, 08-Y7-00022-CR, 12123/97, John Haglcr.
,is" found to bc erroneous for its failure to apply a harmlcbc error
analysis and to "adequately" dstinguish between original exh~bVERY IMPORTANT CASE. In a significant Post Clewis its and the copies. Finally, the CCAmajority the summartly conanalysis, the court holds that the burden of proof of beyond a cluded that the loss of the exhiblts "was harmless, in no wav
reasonable doubt demands a heightened standard of appellate impedes our review of the record, and in no way hmdered thk
renew. The appellate court must look, not just to evidence in defendanfs right to a meaningful appeal."
support of conviction, but to evidence contrary to verdict to determine if any rational trier of fact could have found elements of
February ll,1998
crime beyond a reasonable doubt.

Court of Appeals

DeGrafT v State, No. 0534-97
February 4,1998
State v. Terrazas, No. 1628-96
The defendant successfully moved to the trial court to dismiss
the indictment with prejudice because her rights to due process
and due course of law were violated. On the.State's appeal, the
El Paso appellate court reversed under the rationale that the trial
courts have authority to dismiss indictments without the
prosecution's consent only in cases of speedy trial violation, defeet of form or substance, prosecutorial misconduct. The CCA
reversed, pointing out that these categories were merely examples
of appropriate matters for dismissal, not exclusive exceptions.
Instead, judicial authority to dismiss (without the prosecution's
consent) is wider where the dismissal is "the appropriate means

Majority opinion by JudgeMansfield, joined by Baird,
Overstreet, Meyers, and Price.
Judge Keller, joined by McCormick, P.J., Holland and
Womack, dissented.
During jury deliberations in a misdemeanor assault trial, the
jury sent the trial judge a note, which read, "Did officer Keener
testify that Mr. DeGraff told him that he hit Ms. Royer[?]" Over
defense counsel's objection, the trial judge called the jury into
the coumoom and ordered the court reporter to read back "what
I feel like is the testimony you are in conflict over."
On appeal, appellant argued that the trial court had abused its
discretion under art. 36.28 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Fourteenth Court of Appeals agreed, holding that
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PDR dismissed as improvidently granted. The issues were
"the tnal court [had] abused its discretion in reading the testimony of Officer Keener without determining [sic] if a disagree- (1) the applicability of the Medical PracticesAct (which had beeu
ment existed." DeGraffv. State, 932 S.W.2d 668,669 (Tex.App.- decided adversely in Hardy v. State) and (2) whether appellant's
medical records were obtained not only in violation of the Fourth
Houston [14thDist.] 1996).
The CCAgranted the State's PDR, vacated the appellatecourt's Amendment of the US. Constitution [also decided adversely in
judgment, and remanded it for a harmless-em analysis. See Hardy v. State), but also Article I, $9 of the Texas Constitution,
DeGraff v. State, 934 S.W.2d 687 (Tex.Crim.App. 1996). The and Article 38.23 of theTexas Code of Criminal Procedure. These
a~uellatecourt then found that the error was not harmless. See latter questions have not been addressed yet by the Court. u'b
~ e ~ r a f fState,
v . 944 S.W.Zd504,508 (Tex.App. -Houston [14th
D1st.1 1997). Incredibly, the CCAgrants the State's second PDR
%
to second guess the appellate court yet again.
Art~cle36.28 provides that "if the jury disagree as to the statement of any wltness they may, upon applying to the court, have
read to them from the court reporter's notes that part of such
witness testimony or the particular point in dispute, and no
other. ..." While Article 36.28 is meant to ensure that '$uors have
the means of resolving any factual disputes they might have,"
the CCAreasoned, thesameaaicle is meant to preclude trial courts
from commenting on the weight of the evidence.
The jury's question here was a "simple request for teshmony,"
and did not by itself reflect disagreement, Implicit or explicit.
The CCAfound Moore v. State, 874 S.W.2d 671 (Tex.Crim.App.
1994) dispositive of the issue, where the CCA found an abuse of
discretion under similar circumstances:

TCDLA counts just under 7/3 of Texas' criminal
defense lawyers as
members- get a friend
to join today.

[A] request for testimony, without more, is not an
indication of implicit disagreement. To hold otherwise permits speculation in every case as to the possib~lityof disagreement. Just as plausibly, ..., one
can speculate that the jury as a whole or certain jurors might not remember the testimony and do not
disagree with the recollection of other jurors. Under
Art. 36.28 this is not a properreason for reading testimony. Article 36.28 requiresdisagreementto be shown.
Smith v. Gohmert, No. 72,845
Majority opinion by Judge Mansfield, joined by McCormick,
and KeIler,Price and Holland.
Judge Meyers concurred, with Womack, joining.
Judges Baird and Overstreet dissented.
A capital murder defendant fded a writ of mandamus and writ
of habeas corpus seeking the dismissal of the indictment against
him on speedy trlal grounds. He got a 99-year sentence in 1988
and has beeu in prison ever since. About six months after getting
this prison sentence, he was indicted for capital murder. Seven
and half years later, the State commences prosecution.
The CCA fmt considers the propriety of the extraordinary remedy of a writ of mandamus. Because the defendant has an adequate remedy at law (appeal), he is not eligible for the "drastic"
mandamus remedy. The majority then addresses the defendant's
application for writ of habeas corpus in the same way.
Corpus v. State, No. 1622-96
Per Curiam opinion.
Judges Baird, Meyers and Overstreet dissented.
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